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In June, 1971 the National Research Council of 
Canada set up an "Associq.te Committee on Lubr-ication 
I 
(Tribology*) with representatives fro.m industry, the 
... 
universlties. and government to examine the present Canadian 
i'ituation ' reg~rding re:searc~, . dev·e~opment, .education and 
- . · I : : · I · . 
_inforrnat'ion di'ssemin_ation in 'the subject ·and to subsequ_ently 
: .. . 
make recornm~~d~tions :to the Nati?n~l - ~esearch . \Cqunoil and 
. · • .. ' - 1 • • • · ·• 2'B -




A survey conducted by the Education Subco~i ttee of -this. 
group concluded, amon9 other thing-s, tl)at: 
' ' 1. Th~ time devoted to t ribology instruction i.~ 
. ' Canadian universities -and technical colleges is at a iow 
level as compared with institutional houis made ·available 
for the teaching of strength of materials -and other 
aspe~t's of design technology . 
2; ·T-ribology laborator.y ins.truction if! the majority 'Of 
• I ·., 
un1versitie.s and technical col.leges is restricted in scope. 
~ . ·. 
'\ 
Canadian . edpca~ion institutions may, therefore, be 
faced wi'th tJ:t~ problems of cha.ruJing their mEilchanical 
* Tribology · ·as a term comb±n.ing three' -related su?jec't~ 


























programs to increase the tribology content, and procuring 
equipment for sufficient laboratory backup. The project 
des-cribed here will h'opef~lly prove useful to those 
institutioi)s. I • > 
My enrollment at Memorial University came shortly 
after acceb~ing a . teachirig .posi~idn ~ith the ·college of 
I . 
. \. . . . .. 
Trades and Technology in St . ·John Is ·, Newfoundland; . and. 
. .. . . .. 
. .. \ . . . . . ·· 
therefore my' i 'nteres·t -in tribology. comes . 'from . both' ~ourc·es 
' 2 
.-. . ' \ . 
studei)t · and·1 inst~_ucto~. -: 1\l$0, : my graduate supervisor, . . . . 
- . ,--" . .., 
Dr. _J. M¢i'gaarc;t; ·, is a memb'er of th.e educa'tion suh:.:.colnnii ttee· 
' ' • '\ 0 0 o • o I ... ' , I •, ' • ,' ' ' • ' : • ' ' : • • ' ' ' ~~ 
on tribol.ogy for#th~· :National R~s~arc1J·. council _ of ca~ada. 
The~ef~re, it became . )_ogical · that the .project I was to -
. . . . 
undertake for ·my Master'- ~ ;p.rogram ishould cover both fields 
. . 
of endeavour and ·hence the topic Teaching Aids in Tribol ogy. 
This· _report deals first with .the- objec-tives of . my 
work, analyses the topics fo~ which teaching equipment could 
. 1 
be devised and discusses some criteria for _ such equipment; .· 
.· ... 
This is folldweP;_ by general descr i pti;ons of. tbe items 
. \ 
actually _ de~igned, -design calcul.at;.ions and the d_eta~ls of -
some t:rial runs with · the c'?mpl:eted equipmept • .An: analysis 
of the. result's . with respect to cost an¢1 pe-rformance is. given 
<, . ' . -
as we.U ·as a di·scussion covering the to_tal project area • . 
. -
The fi'nal section of the report contains· draft manuals· for 
each i tem· . 
.. 
. \ .. 
. '. · 
. : :_.-. ~ .' ..... "~ ': ·. : :;;:' 
' . · . 
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2'·. 0 GENERAL OBJ.ECTIVES 
The overall project objective was · to prepare 
l'aboratory co~rse experiments· .'and- equip,tnent wh.ich 'could ·be 
us~d in· -.conjuhct~on with a reguLar'""und~rgraduate o.r 
3 
, • ·. . '• . . . . \ technic~! · school ·cour~e .-: in. tr•ibolo'1:Y· .. ' :By doing .:t,his, it ·'is • 
. p~sJ:ibl~ - to e~cou~age., th~: :_te~ch.ix:tci of tiibol_ogy: ·~n~ - 'pr·~-~~d:~ . ' ~; 
. . . . \ ' . . ' . . . . .. ~ ' ' 
: · : ~· ~e-~~~ ... ~o~:bt~~ni~g.' s.6me·,::r~l~-t.iveiy · i~w·: ·C:~s~-·~-~r-ib6iogy,·_ .. _ -;-·.-
• ' •• • • • ' • • • 0 • '. :\J '·:_: . ·_. . I . :' ~-~ ' . : :. ~L I • ' -~ /. :. • • • •• : • 
. - . . \ . -·~ . . , ,·,#·_:.: , . '::_ ·, .. . •' . -:.: 
. '.¢qU.i~rn~11t· .: .. · .. :·. .. ·•. .. . . _. ,· ·. · . __ _..: -·: : , _ .. :-:.:·. 
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\ ' . . . . ' ~ . . . ' ' ' . ' ·.. ~~ \ ' 
.. ': . . .. >.~ ·. . . . ~ . , . ; ·c . ' ·, , . ., . 
comes froin ·the· .same ~t>Jati9~?-1 -- Rese~rcn ~-o.~·nci;l ~ub):iGqti'on 
. ·.:···r ~ - .. 
... . ~ '· ~ . 
·' } ' 
i . 
. • ' ,'!' : - • • . \ . 
men'tioned earlier. One· o-f · 'the- rec.0mmen'dation"s listed was: ·. ;- ·~ ; ' 
. . . . . _· . " 
"The det~il·s of ~~ita,ble tribdlogy expe'r·i~ents sh9u1~ · be· 
made ~ aVailable for the ·use o~ un~versi ti~s· · and techrtical 
cc:;>lleges;·:" Many 6£ the· instituk.l.on~ .which responded '-t:o. ~the. :. · 
. . .. . \\ \.. . ' . . . 
· coinmit-tee's. _survey .nqted' the· lack .of suitabl(;! 'equipment and· 
expe~:ikent~ • -in :trio~ logy. sever.ai · in~~-itution.s h-~~e~ t~ -be.._ .. . , · -. • 
introducin·g· ·sqme \~x~eri~~n-~s ·i :n-- the ·n·ear- fu~~r~ -and-'maybe ·. · .... : · .... ·~ · . ·.,-"·· · I 
I 
some 
" .- . . . .. . . . ·. . . / ', • ' '_' . . \I' ' 
o~ _ t~~ deS:ig~~ _given ~e;ie: .. ~i.~l ~e:·_~s-~~·~1. . , . . . ·. : . 
'Phases of th;e projept_ ~n~lud~d :'~ ii ·.y~·~~.rat\)r~ sea;rch . 
to find . ou~ the ttp~s 
the . wor 1-d as teaching 
. . ' . . . . .. . · , . .. . . . 
()f equipmertt ·presently ·in us~ around . 
. _: ."· ... : · . . ·._.·, '. ·. . . · .. . :: . • , ·. ·· . . . . . . : ·, 
~i9.s . il) :tribolqgy; . ass~s'sin9' the ·.. . :_.-_. 
potentil:ll 
p.~signiJ?.g_ 
~ · aq~i_pme.~ ~ 
· .... 
~f. ~these aids; ·modifying' exi~ting. equipmen'f:. .and . 
o ' ', _ ' , ' ' ' \ • .' 'w,' ' ' I • ':\. , ' ,• 
neW' equipment fn ·. i~sta'I:lces whe"re' ~ui table 
: ' . . . .. . . - . . ; ' . . ' ·. '\ . 
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3.1 . The· scope of Tribology 
•
1 
E'ight .a~pects · of tl;'ibO~:?~Y were_ ~hosen . !is· 'possible · 
• , .' . 
t?pics.;fo~ . th.i.s pr9jec:t·_.-. Tqe, ;.cho.~:~e·:_. ~of,_ . ·th~,s~.-.... to~ics 
. ~~ - ·.··- ~: .. _ . ...-. . _ ~·-.: .:#. ·. - :' < .. _ ..... ! .. ~- ~ '; t :.. .  ··,,.' .. · ... .. . · · ·.· - . ,~. -· ·. = .. ·. ·._:. ': .·. . . . .. f : • 
. :': :~ res.ulted : from.: . the :.topi9~ ·.covered~· .i:p .one·: of . tbe' g~~d'uate ·; ·.· :· :/ 
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. 5. , Boundary and solid . lubtiic·ation . 
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Of course, within e~ch topic its~lf there is a 
variety of sub-topics .W'~.ich des~rv:e ~oncentrateq at:tention 
· · ·: ami' demo'nstratio~s. A· list of t:r:ihology topics_ ·which couid. 
J • • • • • -~ • ' .:. ' : ' ••• ••• ' • • ' ' • ' •• : • • ·j : . ~ - . .· ~ ' ·. . : ' ' ·.~ ~ . w • ' .. • • 
{ '· · ·· :. ·:. ·· .benefit from. laboratory ·reinforcememt and demonstration is 
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.ii) elasto·' hydrodynamic lubrication .. 
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':.·_::, ' . iii) ·_ ... ex~~-e~e· p~~ssu~e· i~ -.p~-~ - adtliti~es. -~ ;. 
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or ~sed by students to conduct laboratory experiments. The 
experiments in some instances follow the philosophy of 
tradi tiona! l~boratory assignments,, i.e. , the belief that by 
observing the dependencies of certain variables in the 
.Physical situations, the student is better able to retain 
the knowledge. However, in many aspects of tribology, the 
. . 
. c 
fundamental theory is not easily demonstrated and in those 
instances it is felt it is better to demonstrate some 
physical dccurrEmce in_ relation to the mater-ials commonly 
enco1;1.ntered in tribo£bgical situations. For example,· a 
student better appreciates wear· failure by comparing the 
' · relative wear of materials such as mild steel, cast iron, 
• 
._ .... 
aluminum or nylon; or by observing induced failure. in rolling 
elements as a resu1t of lubrication manipulation. 
It i? for this reason that som~of the experiments 
· . .- l, .: : -~ . 
~fi!mons~rate. a particu.la:r phenomenon by comparing different 
materials. in the same situation. 
'!'he . equipment is designed to be used ei the'r by 
in~tructors for demonstration purposes or · by students during 
regular laboratory periods.· The length of experiments which 
. I 
can be per£ormed is generally limited to a half-day (3 hr) 
laboratory _session, if pos~ible. 
It is not intended that any of the eq~ipment be of 
suffic\ent sophistication for rese arch or .commercial use. 
At lease one· experiment has . b e en conducted on each 
I> 
.piece of equipment for a test run and th.e results.,of this 


















' 1 ,, 
\ 
l ' 
.. ... .... : ·· ~ . " · . 
' ' experiment are given. Other suggested experime~ts are also 
given; and the . users/may well decide to design experiments 
. . 
for their own special interests once the_equipment has been 
. completed. 
In instances where improvements in the design a~e 
evident after testing the prototypes, they· will be made on 
· .the drawings or mentipned in the text. 
7'' 
Priority of Topics 
Topics were dhosen from the major aspects of 
tribology which. could be demonstrahed using equipment which 
fulfilled the design criteria. 
Friction, wear and lubrication are of course the 
major aspects of tribolcigy and there.fore friction was the 
13 
first topic investigated. It ~esulted in two designs 
dedicated ,towa+ds ·the coefficient of frictio'n. The 'first is 
a novel coefficient of friction device which provides a kit 
.. 
for comparing the friction of vatious mater~als. It 
I : 1 
complel!lents the ·.classical friction expei;iments (see Section 
·. ' . 
4. 3 .1) in that it provides instan:t comparisons .of f r iction 
values wh'ereas the others are concern.ed with rethods of 
determining these values. The second design, part of the 
multi-purpose tribe demonstrator allows more analytic 
analysis ·of friction during ' th·~ wear process. 
.,.. ' . 
Thi s l.ed to the use of the same gear for the wear 


















basic gear could be used for demonstrating hydrodynamic 
14 
lubrication in slider bearings. Hence all three major ~ 
aspects were covered within the same simple rig, satisfying 
the design criteria. 
' d: · 
• Because of its cornpatability with the existing 
design, attachments were added to provide a capability for 
oscillatory mot.ion for t;he ·multi-purpose tribo demonst·rator. 
Hydrodynamic slider tea-rings 1 . although ver.y 
• ' I ' .. . 
\important and interestin~, are hot the most · im~ortant topic 
I 
in lubrication. Lubricanh· prop·ertie~ and r~lated element 
; g 
fatigue failure holds the m~jor interest of tribol?gists. 
Hence more lubrication involvement in the designs was 
necessary, and a 4-ball failure a~d lubricant test ri~ was 
developed. · 
4.3 Design Units 
4.3.1 Novel Coefficient of F•ictio~ Device 
The first contact most students have wi~h tribology 
is their introduction to friction in early . physics courses; 
The ·main concepts learnt at · this time concern forGe of· 
friction, norm~l f~rce and . coefficient of friction, alohg 
with the laws of static · and slidi[}g. f ,riction . . La'boratoz:-y 
experiments with friction at this stage generally involve 
' . 
the dete~ina.tion of the coefficient' of friction between tw'O 





























measurements; subsequent graphing of the dpta and the 
determination of ~ (coefficient of friction) from the slope 
of the g:J;aph. 
The two classical friction ' experiments being 
co~duc.ted "in school laboratories are shown in Figures 1 and 
15 
2. These experiments are simple to cohduct and \..Eilso· re_quire 
very little laboratory equipment or spac·e. They are good· 
. \\ 
introductory "experiments and are very necessary to "illustrate 
. , I ·. . . . ./ " . ' . . .. 
the important fac~ts of e·lementary friction technology. . 'The 
device de~cribed here c;mplemeht.s t~ese experiments • . 
. 
The experiments previously described are intent ·on 
showing the rela~ionship, f a N, and in fact g~ve the 
coefficient of static friction. It i~ . ~imply described a~ 
the proportionality constant and the student is t9ld it 
depends .on the cl"loice of. mater-ials, and that the valu·es for 
various pairs of ~~terials can be found i~ th~ tables of ~ost 
\ 
·(1; handbooks . The 
generate such a 
. I 
devi~ des~ibed here can be used to quickly 
» . 
., . , ... 
table of va~ues and in so doin_g impress_ upon 
the stud~nt, th~ importance .of the materials ~eing used.· 
' 
·This device ·is .unusual among simple devices in that it· 
provides values f .or the coefficient of · kineti~ friction . 
. '1. 
Many. other ~ore elaborate devices are· described i~ 
' . 
the literature for the study o·f friction a~d wear and 
. - . 
re·ference to t~·ese ~ given in section 4. 3. 2 which deals 




















The angle .is increased 
sufficiently to cause the 
block to slide. The . 
tangent of the angle 
required is the coefficient 
of friction: 
i • e . tan e = 1.1 = f 
N 
' \ ... 







Enoug)l weights <;1re · 
suspendeq ' to cause the · 
slider to move and the 
ratio of the su~pended 
weights to the total. load' . 
is·. the coefficient of l .. friCtion, ' . 
w1 :: s. · · 
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The idea and mathematical analysis lis. taken from an 
"\ 
article in the Bulletin of Mechanical Enginee·ring Education 
by G. B,oothroyd. 5 
Refer to Figure 3. 
The· horizontal forces abting Oil1 the slider _(1) as 
. the straight edge (2) is moved re+ative .to the surface (3) 
.are shown in Figtl.re 3 • The fric-tional· forc,·e between the· 
slider and the· surface· acts .. in ~pp~s:i\ion t6 :. the · d:ire.·ct.ion 
,. ' • ' • • ' I o ~' ! . ' 
·of . the :rno'bi.on . . across ··the a,u~face~·:··., Thi's 4iie . .¢tion. i ·s ,. lnc'lin~Ci: .· 
. '\ . . . ; .. · : ·' .'· '. . ._,. :· .. ' . 
. .. .. 
. at . an an<ile 'I' : . t~ the di~~·ct.:i'on of ~otiO'n ;,f ·. the. s _traighte.dge . ... 




' . ·· .. · 
·, , • IJ 
-~ - = ui3 .w sin (e . +~) . ..<.1-) 
. . 
F = u13· ~ co~ (e + ~) . (2) . · .. 
of £r;ctl.~n. b.etw~ the 
. 
. . 
where· lJ1.3 i ._s the' coeffi.cient 




Therefore substitution o~_ · eguati._on~ Cll' &· {2) · in equation: 
·/ ... 
(3) ~.ives 
. '\ . 
,• I 
lll2 = cot (9 + 'I') _.· .. 
· Expanding · and solving · for .'i' ·gives 
t~n 'I'= 1 ~, JJ12 .ta~e 
u12 -~ tan a 
" . : .. 
.-· 
... 
·.·. ·. ' 
. 
'" .. ( 4). 
I 
\ . 
. ( 5) 
· i~ independ~ri~- of · ~ot,h its_ -"'eight and ·the co.~_fffc~e.nt of ' 
. : .. ' ~ •' ..~ 
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Equation (5) may be· used to construct the required 
seal~ for a g'iver,t value of e. · If · is 45°, a c,onvenient 
.. 
value when 0 =: ~ 12 < 1, equation ( 5 ). becomes 
1 
.-l-1 12. 
tan· 1¥ = 1 ::+"l-1 12 ' 
' 
: . . . Further:,. if the seale is arranged p~r:allel to the 
' ' 
19 
. . .. ·· ... :.:: ~~~i~f-ghted~e~, ·then th~· · sca'l~ .is · line-~r w"ith ~espect to ~oefficiE:).nt . 
. <_'\.\, :~;[:~;? :}:~~~'-.'· . . ;_·. -~ .. · . . . .. ..: .. . . ·\'· ·-1-<1·' 
.. :- ·. ·;~·'~' · .·\i,·.~\-f .. ot; frl;c:t:icm.. . .·: . . · ... ·· -: \· . . . ' · 
', :•:: '~~;.;~~:=~:~~~:..~>j':~·: ::, :' .' '. '~' ·, '. • .. : :' ·. '·: • :;• w '. ' • ' f •"' ' , ' ,: I , • • : ' ' • ~ I ' ' ., o • • ' • •, ,• • ' ' ' • ,-, o ', , , '•' 4• • ' ·' ' i • ' o '.', 
.·" . ·j;;-;;_;;::-_,.;·'"h<s.:-< .. .. .. '. .·Tpere_fore.c· ~he._n: the :S~_ra~.g~t ~d.g_e· ._.(2) . is, ro.oved alon,g. . .. .., · . \· .. ' 
\' ·~·-.·.·~: '_.,', :·/ ~·:\·;J' :.·; .. . .. · . . :·. · . · :::.: '_. -. ··~-· . :·· .. ·._ ..... ~ .. ·· ., .:· ..... · .· ... ·.· ' ; :·. · . ··. · /. ,·,·" . : . ·, ·· .. ,. : ... ·.· ', . :"-_ : · .. ·~· ··. · . -,~~ :. - ~ · 
. . , :::::.:~;,;~<~/f·;t},1~ ... constra.i~·t:J-· ·the <s)._idet.-·)1) .. will,' :move ·dowJ?'_- &nd _.:L ts.· ..posit:J,.<?n ·· · 1. · 
'.· . .-·· ' .. '\'.:- . · -;'·~ .. .-·:··>:af~'e.r.· ~ - ' ~:pe:6~£.i~d ' arnp·~·~_t:-~9,f: .;~i~~-~1 ... ~:f. the.· straight_ ~4ge - ' ~f · . .• · \ . . .... ~:~. ' 
·ciep~nds ' only ' :on the coef.fi.c·i~nt . 'of: ·frlct~oh betwe'en ~h.e ~ · .. 0 
' . _, 
·. ':. 
. ' ~ 
... :. ·: 
. ·. 
., .,•' 
' ' .. . '. ~ · - ·-· . ' . ,· " 
sJ,.;lder ·apd the 'straight edg~ and is independent of the 
' • · '.· d ' ' ' ' . : . . 
'f ·r i ct~ 0~ ' bet~~ en th~p 17 . and t~e slider:. . 
· ' - . . . I . . , . . .· · -
.. U~iitg _ t~e foregoing · a.~ a ba,sis, a co_e:Eficie~t of 
1
friction device· was designed and. constructed. 
',.' . ' ' ' . ' ' ' . . . 
The· prlmaty . consld~rat,i·?~~ we~- 'that the te:;!t' 
. . . . . . . ~ . . . . ~ . ~ . . . ' .. 
sp~ciin~ns ._ be 'ea.si:ly· change~~ ~ a~d ·the mo:tion of the sl~der be 
' I 
:smooth. ' 
. . '.· · ... 
~-
' . ·. ~ ·. ··. 
. ·/ . "' . ·.·.. . · . . ' \ 
· C.onsider th~t i.n.· F . i:9U.~e ·4 a c.arrier or 'trqlley · (a) 
' . ' .·. . . . ' ' \ . . ' .-~. ' ' ' ' ' ' ~. : . . . 
·runs ins·ide a · .tray . fl?) wi-t;h · rais~d si~es~ 7'he · sides act.' ~s · 
. · .. · .. - . : . . . . : . ·:' : ' . I . , . . . . . .. ._ .· : : . . - . . - : 
'. g~~d~~~~ for. ~~e ~rolle~. ;. On . the tro~le? is attac~ed , one of 
t~e " t.es 't ma.-t·erials, -Jc.). in 'the . fo~·· of a flat bar • . , A po:J;"tion . 
• • • " J •• ~ • • • ' • '" "1\ • ; . :· • ' ~ • ~ ' • '.... • ' ~ • • . 
. o·~ tll.e .bottom· of the · t'rol1~y ·is ' cut -.away. so_ that 'th~ slider : : 
· ' . , • , • • ••• ' ; • •' . .... • 4 • • • •• 
. . . ·· ;' · .· . . . . ,( . . , : . ; • , ' 
. . · bar ~ inay ·push·· the .· slider· (d) . ahead of . it without· touchi,ng the 
. . I . . ' \ . . . I. • . ' - • 1 _.., . ' t : f • • • • • · ~ I-' • • • • • •• • ' ' • • • • • 
. . . ' \ . ·, . 
"" : 
. ~ ' \ ' , 
: '\. . - . ;,. I , . '· .... ~~. ' .. 
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trolley. The other test material (e) is cut from roun~ 
·' 
sections and fitted in the slider. The holes· in the slider 
are countersunk to mate ~Mith the specimen and prevent 
rotation. A seal~ is etched on the floor oi the tray and 
/ 
the graduat'ions correspond ' to coefficient values. 
The device is constructed of plexigl~ss. Mechanical 
. . . . • I 
propertie's :were of minor significance and pl.exigla!i)s w_as 
.. , .· ... .. 
. .. .. ' . . 
. . ' 
used beea,u_s~ . tpe _·sur.faces; - ~f:ll _not .deteriorate whe~ . not in 
use·. . A·l~o ,. pi,~;lg_lass make·s· fab:i:icat.ion rteat . and . iimpie .- ·. 
· , . . · .. .. .. ·. . ·. .' • : ... '.:- ' . . . : ' : .. ·. /' . . . . :: ' 
·:' ' w~th. 'the- · finish~d· . product ?tppeali~g. ,f._o th8 .. eye~_ 
· . · 4. 3 . ·2 . · ·· 11\,;i'ti.p~rpoee. -~-~_ibo.:..c1~m~nsi:r6:tor · -'. · '. · · 
' • • • •, I • • " .. 
\ 
· (Three . ·EXperimetfts) · \ 
. . • Common Components .. 
.. 
Config~rations, spe~ds, etc. are selected f0r thr~.e . 
experiments Csliding wear, hydrodynamic lubricatio~ and -w~ar 
' ' ~ri oscillatory motion) such that a conunon. frame and drive 
,. 
may be used for these · three. This redu.ces the average cost' 
.per. experim~t and ~educes · the space requirements . in .the· . 
. \ 
labora~ory_. : ·.· 
.Refer to F_igure 5, for the: nE}.Xt items. 
,/ ·. 
~. 
Two set~ of cross~ 
';, ~ I • 
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elevatio!'l _.and the other at 4" · eleyation. · These suppor:~ · a 
shaft in bearings. o,n top, of tpis frame is a welded super..:. 
.. 
structure for various attachments. 
A quick check shows 1-i: .. L is sufficient to support· 
' 
. the load. T};le onl~ . loa~Hn~ of - ~~ncern· is the load from the 
_hydrodynamic· ~ssembiy slipJ?Ort. 1 This. t .otal load is 
......  
' . . >· ·· .. ··The 'load>; .. s 'hear - ~rid .moinent :diag~arn ~.$ givep _· ~n.'· ,. 
, · Fi~ur~ ~> · . : . ~ . . . " · : • < .·. •· .. . • : • ; ... 
. ::.--- ·. ·'-· '·.. ... . . " -For. :t~is : static:al~t . in~eterll'!inate :situat.ion,, .the .: · 
•, • : • • ' ' • . · , : . , . .. . . . • ' . ' . f t . . ; • • · ·:.; • • ' ' > . ... . . . ~ . 
· .. ·maximum .mo~~~~> i·~··<:!iven ·_. !'Y( .' '. , ·:. · , . ..·.· .. • .. ..__· . ,
1 , .. 
._,_. " ·. ' .. I 
' ' 






= 75 lb . .,in 
I , 
• a . 
-max = M " 
'· 
z 
= 75· . lb.-in 
· .lo··in . ~ · · . 
-~ : .7 50 ' l:b,./ i~J 
y ' ' 
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Shaft· Design for Deflection: 
Provided adequa·te strength is ~vailable: -.(which ·wil~ 




be checked · afterwaxd-s f 1 





.. . !:i :· .. : .. '· 
~. • • • : • Q I • ,' ' .· , r.: ' ' ' 
This wi,J.l .be limi te'd to :·• 000_1" '!it - :t.he bea.J;:: iQg 
• · _,_, . • ·, .. •• • • . • . • • . > •. • • . . '1' . . 
' "'-... . . . . ·. : .· :-', . 
· pad·,\. _, · :. ,_:.-'· ·· · .. · ·· · ., : ··---.· · ·. · .. 
shaft end <leflecti_on .is crucial on-ly . 
. --
. . . . -~ · . ;.. . ..,. ... - ': . 
to the h~drod'¥namic _ .t;:ig. ~ere -,: .the defle.c't'ion · i.~ H:'m.1.:t:ed ~¥-:/ 
. 'the to:U~rance one can put .on th~ _ma?-surenient. 6£ the f'i .lm ~ i\ 
thicltne ss. 
.. ,. , •.•• : · ·.· . ~~ho ·supP.:;:·, ;~:r i:1~r:r::~:t;:h:i;·. •::;:{:ntt:~::6:··.a::::; . ;: . _, ...•••• : ·t:~ .' 
o- ·. . . --: .. ·. :· _' ·,. . . .- : · ' .: .. ·:. .. . . . . . ,··-- -- :·-·: -:,-<·,- :~ :·;_:->. ~·: .. · .. · ' .. . . . 
); ---~: ' .. : ~-- --~op : ttl~ -~~ ?~- no 'more >7h:~r: >: :·-.,. ;; .'. -~ ... · ·. ~-- .·-. ~_ ..  .. _~_:-.:: ... :. ·.··: :,.·-: :<r_:·.:.:~ :_·.~.<-_: _ :~·.;.h~_ .. :_::·:.·.: .. ': '• ":· ~-... . .·.  ·' 
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wiil.·be- th,e. -ma~i~um .load pn. th~- .P~d, - ·app:r.o_~~~ate'.ly \ 5. ~b 
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(3 2) ( 30) ( 4) 2 i.e. y = (lob) o4 ( 7T) (30) in with M = 30 lb.-in 










The "' . s~aft cross~sect1pn is altered around this value 
. ~~· 
to fit the other: 'drive components. 
• . . ·w 
Shaft strength:check. 
A. shaft to tran,sini t . 5 hp .at 500 · rpm via a 2, :. 
timing belt pulley_ drive i&..required.. The pulley is · 
fl ' 1 ·, ·-
··fastened us'ing a sled .run~er keyw~y. Commonly stooked 
' 
G) 0 .• 
material 'for shafting i~?, _ p'iai~ c:arbc;:m steel with carbon content 
.. • \ I 
• •• !. Use _the _ mech~nical· between 0:30 and 0,40 percent. 
: ~ f . . ~ 
Eroperties of AISI 
'!' • • 113_7. which. a,re . Su ;., 8,5 ksi 11 
·• 






Refer _tG>· shaft ass~mbly drawing J?-. 192 foP . dimensions . 






... . .... 6,3000 
i.e • . 
I 
.. . 6·3000 
·' 
. ·. 


















't ' j 
' s 
• 
• t. r .. ~ • , _ ~ , • • 
..... 
} 
(F1 -F2 ) (1) (500) = .S 
63000 
... ~· ' .. 
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.I 
where F1 & F2 are belt ~ensions 











F -F = 63 lbt. 
l 2 ""\ 
.. ~iJ 
•. ' 
Assume the bending force to be 
F +F = 126 lbs. 1 2 
(Fair~s, 33) 
~oad, shear and m~rne~t diagram is -given in Figure 7. 
" Maxim~ bending fo~ent occurs at a 
• 
,) 





. . I 
M8 =.126 lb. ~ 4 in = 504 ~rt-lb. 
. ...... 
This will cause an alternating bending stress at B 
I 








SN s~ + k · s = ·· s e f, a y ·and 
- '!ry . 
k f = 
s = n 
S· -y 
sm = 
' I Si nce there is n6 d·iscont·inuity at B, kf = 1 .• 
Also the bending varies· uniformly, i.e. 
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stress : ~traq.an f~ct:or . 
endurance l: irni t 
yield !;ltress . . 
mean stress 
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Figure ·7 Load Shear and Momen~ Diagram · for Shaft 
• 
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Assume ·steady torque 
• 
s = 0 as 








J Z' 1TD3/16 1TD3 
(where Z' =polar section modulus) 
Must also get an equivalent shear stress, Ses 
where ses = 
8 Ns 
sys 
s s . 
Ms + kfs ns and subsciiPt s denotes shear 
\ . 














These values are similar to those used for 
· octahedral shear stress theo~y. 
1 
25:.5 
. 1010 psi + lx(O) 30.0 :rror 
860 psi 
11'03 . . 
Substitut;i.ng these values in the desigp equation, and 
includin<;r .a size. factor . 85 (expecting D <. 5 in) · ~nd surface 
f actor .85 I 
~:t+ (~:)] ~ I . 1 . = N "'· 





. . . 
. ----~-.. --·.y~-: :. '' ·>' '· •. - ~· . ' . . . - . 
. \. 
. ! 











At B, D = 1.125 in 




A high factor of safety is expected because of the · 
rigorous deflection demand previously placed on th~ shaft. 
Bearing Arra·ngemerit 
. T~e bearing arrangement as 'it now exists, consist's 
I 
of a sing1~ row angular contact pall beariJ_1g above (nearest 
'the d';i.s.c.) a full journ~l bearirig·. 'Powi:i!r is 
' . 




Th.i,s rrtay not . b~i the best ' arrangeme~t, but it .was 
used for' conve~ience during 'testing. 
30 




arr~ngem~nt used a self-aligning ,radial 
in place of the journal. · This did not provide the 
. / . 
. rigid1 arrangement desired.' Howev~~ ,, journal bearings {from 
. " 
.the fretting arrangement) were avai1ab~e a'rid~ of. the r.ight 
' ,' .... _.. ' . 
size. One of these'!lwas used_, r~~ia-cirlg the self · aligning 
. • I 
\ 
be.aring. · Al "though not entirely· satisfacto~, this did work. 
i . 
. . . 
A more satisfactory' ar.rangement, especially con~idering the 
high demand fo~ rigidity would h~ve consisted of two pure 
'. 
radial bearings below a pure thrust bearing. 
\ ' " 
The bearing designs whi'ch follow are for the rig as 
\ 
it now ~xists. 
•• 
• 
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I 
Journal Bearing Design 
For the journal we have low speed and light loads 
with negligible t.E!Qperature rise. This correspofl.ds to ASA 
. \ 
}
assification RC 3 which gives hole and shaft tolerances· 
spectively as + • 0000 in 
+ • 0005 in 
and· . 0008 in 
- .:0013 in 
The .corresponding shaft finish is _approximate;ly 
'125 J..l RMS i..e. the outside limit~ of . high. g.:r~de _ machine work • . 
Because -of the typ·e ·of use f~r, tb.is machine; . i.e • . vertical ' 
drive .wi.th . very_· · ~~terrni.tte.nt u_se, .oil wou.rci . be coritifiually: \ 
.leaking from an oil ~yst~m between exp~rirnents ari~ the 
\ 
addition of the oil fe.ed system would be costly and 
cumbersome. Also", _the ,-machine·will seldom r.~n .at the 
'design speed of .sdo rp~. Hence it appears ·.the best solution 
would be to allow .the bearin,g t~ run in boundary lubrication 
with the o~er_ator giving an application of grease when 
\ 
' •, . 
necessary. A ~esign required for ·· full hydrodynamic 
. . . I . 
. ·. . .. 
,.lubrication ,is nonethetes·s given below. 
F~oin the class 'of . f.i.t, and for c~ntral distribution 
~ 
of the manufactp·ring process 
cd = .000~ ;+ .0005 
. ·, 2 
= • OOl-3 -in . 
(- ·. 0.008 - . • 0013) 
2 
or .c "" · = cdl/.
2 
= 
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'• --·r· •- •. • ,· . . . . . -; . ·. ·:.... ~ 
• 0003 in .. (. ooin absolute minimum 
. : ~ --
i.e. 
= .0003 
• 0007 .= ' • 428 
For 'h .4~8 L/ 1, Sornmerfel,_d No. s .13 = l-1 N ole. = & = = D s 
r 
--p 
where p = w 
2rL 
For this bearin_g ' P ~ 22'7 . . . l80 lb/ ' 2 
. \ 2 .(1.125) (1.125) = : _~n 
.2. '\ . . . ,' ... 
rf ~ 500 rpm ·= 8 .• 3 rp_s . 
•, .s 
r. = · • 5 6'2 5 · . in 
: I . . .. 
c =' • 0007 in r . 
1This gives: 
1,1 = SP 
Ns 
- .(.13)'(180) 
8. 3 . 
:. Ball ··.aear'irig Sel·ection ,-· • 
2 
• 0007 I 
.5625 
: ~ 
. ·. : .· . 
.·: 





\ .. ' . 
" .J • • ' . ,. ' • • 
·,_ ~his bearing must take a combination· of- radicil ·and· 
.... -. . . ,.. . : . . 
·-~hrust _ lpadi~~~ · - An angular".'contact -b~ll .be~r.in~ will d-o 
~ . . 
. · __ this~ .Without ahy fear of·. thrtfs.t ' .. teversai,· a single bearing 
: ' 
• • ! 
is suffic.ient • . · · .· .·. ; .. ' I • 
,-. 
. "· . . . ·. ... . . . . . . .· . . . ~ 
· _·. , :· . _ :-s~.~~e thE;! shc:lft ·,has_·· been ~ sel,ect~d ' ·. this wl:ll · :. . 
.. ... . _.- . -· . · - -. -. . :. r . . -. _· · . . ---- -·. ·.- .--· . 
. ·. ·determine thEfb'earing sfz~, but .·-its life will ~ have to be 
. . '• . ,· - . . ·.. . . . ·. . . -.. 
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- . :. ' . 
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33 
checked. From SKF technical data, with an I.D . . 1.125 in. we . 
• \ 
get Bearing_No. 7206 B, I.D. = 1.1811 and ·basic dynamic 
load rating, C, of 3550 lb. 
Since the. radial-~oad is much greater than the 
thrust, the.equivalent load, Fe = .P = ~adial load = 101 lb. 
(see Fig~re 7). 
· · 'the load ratio 
. . 
c,~ = 35so = ~s '~ ·--ror . 
.· ·; . . 
. . Chec:king the design .nOIT\Ogram we· see .this will: 
practically · ·g.l\re . infinite iife· .. 
. " . . ', 
Design li 'f~ fdr· equip~ent "iike -~hi.s · . shou~d be . around . 
. : : . . .. 
~drj nrs (Faires) whicJ; . gives C/P = 2.5 i.e. C = 253 lb. 
However, this wauj,.d t.:equir~ a 'change ·in sbaft size. 
Drive . 
Since the rig is b~ing 'des~gned,-to use a motor 
' \ 
which must be av-ailable for other· purposes, it cannot be 
....: ~ . . 
attached crnd ~here·fore requires either ~el t or o-ring driv_e. 
l . 
· o .rings are .. ri$eq to elimiJl.ate vibra·t..ipns, which in thi1s 
inst~nce · should riot be~ ·a problem~ . Hence_ a ·mot~ .conventional · 
.. 
belt- Q.riv~ is used. ·, ~ilj_~_e this will be i~ an oily 
\.. .  
environment, and _slippage could b~ .a P, roblem a timing be+t 
. \ . 
drive was selecteq . This . i.s . fQ~tuna:te s .ince ' some of the 
..... 
mode·rn automohile emg.ine.s 'have timlpg· be.it 
. . . . ' . \ ~ . . 
ptiileys wer·e· scavenged ft.om a jl1nk dealer • 
... . \ . - ' 





• , I_ 
·.i "• :. ' .. " . .... , .. 













The rigs are,driven by a SCR*speed controlled 
1/2 hp - 1750 rpm general purpose motor. The gulley ratio 
" is 3.5:1 which reduces the maximum speed to 500 rpm, which 
is needed for the wear rig, see page 42. Also from other 
calculations, page 47 and page 66 w~ see the power 
-requirements are 'much less than." 1/2 hp 1 b_ut it was decided 
to purchase ~ mbtor wi tp. _pote-n,.tial caJ?~bili ty for any otper 
~ I 
pi-eces of equiprne'nt ~o _be des,i.gne_d in tire future., 
.J 
Piri and Dis·c Machine for Fr-iction~ and ··wear 
F~i.ct;.i'on and wear are . t;.wo phenomena whiCh are 
nearly alway; dealt with . ~multaneously. In fact the entire • 
I 
science of tribology.deals with. friction 6nd wear and the 
" reduc.;::tion of each. Yet there ' is no known .general functional 
. c ~ 
relation sqip between· friction and wear. For 1 this reason, 
· ... 
friction and ~ear s~udies sho~1d. be ~~parated; but, since 
~ b ' 
---. . -.;: 
. . \
· bo.th involve relatively moving surfaces 1 a device which 
:produces friction ne.cessarily causes wear and could 'be· used 
to study eit.her frict'ion ·or wear· OJ> both~ 
Perhaps the most important factor infl.~enc;ing 
\ -
·friction -and wear is the type of ·material compr~sing the 
surfaces.'. Natu:ialiy ea·ch material has ·its own ~roperties 
. such 'as hardness 1 shear· strjl'rlgth ,_ e_t~ ·· ·and .the dependency 
' o~ : frl.ctipn . and. wlar .can pe iso:?:.ated •. . Yet in dealing wi.~~ 
v 
a known ·· eng.ineer ing rna ter iai 1 the name ·. s~ems · to carry rnorb 
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. . F~gure 8 · pos$.ib_~e Wear Conf~gurat~ons· 
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significance thAn a resume of its properties. Therefore . a 
friction and wear device that allows comparative analysis 
with other materials woufd appear to be most appropriate, 
especially at the underg~aduate level. Detailed analysis 
of ihe effect of any one particular property is usually 
reseryed - for-graduate or industrial research ~ince careful 
control is required over all the other properties. In is, 
. , 
howev.er, possibl7 to have a relatively simpl.e device which 
. . . I 
does demonstrate some. func~ional relationships_ •. ~ith this . 
de'vice~ the depende~cy o.f wear ·on 'speed, load' ' and ' type of" 
mater~a~ w~ll be demonstrateB • . Alsq, ' simultaneous 
. . 
measu,rement of' friction can be achieved. 
• 
Configuration 
when choo~ing a test rig for wear studies, choice 
. l 
of a suitable configuration 'is the main conCe):'n. Some of 
the'se configurations a:re shoWI_l in Figure 8. \ 
' Mariy rigs ~sing the above configura·t.~ons are 
descri~ed in the liter~ture ~urveye~ · and ~re listed in the 
r .efere-nce ·.section. 'the most comprehensive works are found· 
. . . . . . . . 
35 
in a. text ·by i<ragel·s~ii'51 a~ a catalog pub:licatio~ by ASLE:- 3 . 
I · 
In his te.x:t on friction ,a.nd ~ear I Ki:'agelskii devotes a 
and- .wear· ~ . · - ~e describes -the parameters of interest as ·we'll 
, '• '\ It/ 
as !i wid~ ':'ariety,: of rigs presently' i~ .us~~ . - · The ASLE' s . 
' · 
·- puQlication is ' a -cat<H05J· of friction and wear ·devices 
''\ 
". \ 
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· presently being used for testing. The remaining references 
. 
are to articles ·of individual researchers who have described 
their equipment in their publication. 
in selecting a configuration for the test rig heie, 
· several factors were of paramount importance. Firstly, to 
~aintair:t .th!'! philosophy• ~f \ the .series ~~ expe.rim.ents ~ the 
test piece$ must be readil~ changed ··and· have a s.irnp~e· 
geoffi.etr;y so that diffe:r:ent· materipls can ·be : easily ·us·ed. 
Al;~o~. the configuration.· shou1d lend i tse.lf 'to · adaJ?tations 
. . . ~ . ' ' ' ' . . 
\ 
. . ' . - \. . ' ' . . . ~ . . . . 
.ror · othe.r ·expe:z;-imen.ts. .-Tpe ot'~er p.ie~e:s of eqllipment ·w~·t~ . · .. 
\ . 
similar dri~e · and . structural· r"eq~i:remehts· ar~"the hydro-
. ' . . _. . ' . . - . - . . ~ 




• to satisfy al·l tpree, · and ·t.he wear configuration most suited · 
tq the common requirement was . the ~in and. disc. Using this 
as _the basis, t,he assembly s_!lo~ in Figure 9 ·an!l· described 
below was · designed.··· The _. particular. design decisions and . 
cal·culation·s .foll~w ·the· de'Sc:I;"ipt:ion· ~ ' · 
' . 
In. Figure 9, th·e disc · (D) is a 10 .. f n. diainet~r, .:.1/? i n 
. thick mild steel ·plate with a·n o·i.l trough ' (T) machined-.near 
• \ • • ~ • I • • ~ ' • ' 
the outside . cl.rc~fe~e:~~~ . ·· . . ·. . ()- . A repl_aceable hard~ned ·steel 
.. 
lining .. whicl). is . scr.~Wed· to· the pla.·te a~r-s · as:: tl\~ dis,c We!3-r · 'e 
The other. wea~ surface ,. thE/ pin (P), fits \into .· surfa'ce (S)· . 
. ' . . ,. . . 
a hold~~ which· .. slides th:t:O\l'gh a hol~ l.n ·the _ h~ld;i.~g .bar ·(B'} • 
Dead · weights (W) are . p),ac:ed . . 6n. the pl~ . . The ho.lding· bar is 
. .- ': . . .. -· . . . . . . . -
. ' . 
pi'ito.ted at C . ~n~ held ir:l p~a¢e by · .. two wA.res .att:a~hed: 'to twQ. 
vertiq~~ oand.:levers. ·Strain' 'gauges (S • .G.) ~r·e placed ori · 
·.'·:J .. : ·.- ' : 
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' . 
' .. .. 
' · . 
·'" · .. · •, 
. 
the cantilevers for fridtioh measure~ents. .... The cant~le:vers, 
j 
bar and piV~-t clr~ f:Lxed :to a holder WhiCh iS ' b0l ted ·to 1 ~he 
flame~ Th~older can be ~oved t6· give w~ar at different 
aiameteis on the disc. Speed . ~s .cqntrolled at th~ SCR 
, 
controller and measured. by a- stroboscope or other convenient 
. r.Prn rnea·sur~me~t· .rvice... . .. 
. . wear mea;mrements ~re 
. I) 
made· :at specified time' 
'intervals, an~ ti:ren 'us·ing,: . th~· spe~d and !'>'~ar, . di~un.~.t·~~, .• 
• " .. • • ! • ~: 
. correlated 't6 :the · - ~ll..din·9 di.~_ta~c~· · : · .. ... . . .... . . \ .. .. .. .. 
. = ~· . 
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. ~ -~ 
.· ·. F\·. .. . ;h~ -.~lmpl~~i:··.ci~d· ·.:~,~-t.O:~~~-ur·~~~ ·:~~e-::· ~t .: ~q~d·irig: .. { . ·.• .-.· .. :: ·./·: ,; ::_ :'·.· 
of co.~:r:se d~rec~-::.de~~ .Jle~g~t: iba~i~g_ ; . This '~ fequireci"_· t~·~ / .:: . .. ·;·_.-:::-.. :·: ·~ 
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Using .01 in. as the minimum wear length to be 
II 
resolved, (1/12~ Qeing the resolution of an ordinary vernier 
caliper) then for 5 wear measurements, the minimum wear 
length would be .OS in. o I A su~table range would be from .05 
in to . ·5 in. If one assumes that the length worn away is 
.5 in on a .125 in diameter pin, the~~ 
V = .785 ~.125) 2 x .5 ·in 3 
0 3 
~n = • 00613 
and ~ = .b0613 PM 
30 11T KPD ! 
to aohieve t 
r 
Taking 2 lbs. as the design loaf:l ,
0 
and with a wear 
" . circl~ pf 8 inches; we get: 
N = • 00613 p . I M 
30 1T X 2 ~ x 8 X K 
,, 
= 4 · X H)-6 PM 
'i( 
. I . 
For ~ardened steel ron hardened steel · 
¥i = L 3 X 10-4 
, · 
P = i. 21 x 106 .psi M 
N =. 37000 RPM 
' For mild steel 
. ~ = 
·-3 
7 X 10 . 
= 2.6 X 105 
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be sufficierl~ to g~ve a reasonable wear vs time plot for 
the specimen. Kragelskii's data was used for a rough ~ 
estimat,e of a suitable "speed for this machine. 
Kragelskii gives the design equation for the amount 
,. 
of wear as: 
v K p where v = volume of wear 
- = 
L · p 
.. M L = length of sliding 
K = wear coefficient 
P = load 0 
P = flow pressure (hardness). 
M 
'\ 
This .equation is . valid for high load/area contact, 
~ ' . 
i.e. pin and disc. The K values arQ given for sliding 
against hardened-tool steel and the flo~ pressure is given 
for the softest material. These values were obtained when 
the end of a Gmrn (.236 in) diameter cylinder was rubbed- against 
\ 
a ring of 24 mm (.945 in) diame~~r at a load of 400g (.88 lb). 
The wear mode was not mentioned. 
For a disc of diameter D in. rotating at a speed 9f 
N ·rpm we get: 
L ":= 1rDN in/min 
for 30 rniri, L ·= 30 nDN inches. 
Substituti~g . this into the design equation we get: 
1> 
•' 
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For 60/40 Brass 
K = 6 X 10-4. 
PM'i_ 1.4 X 105 lb/. 2 ~n 
N = 900' RPM 
For polyethylene 
K f'~ .3 X ·10 -7 
p = 2.4 X 10 3 lb/ . 2 M ~n 
:.· N = 74000 RPM ·-!.)', 
Obviously the extremes 'are far apart, but for softer 
materi9-ls ~uch as bra$S, mi~d steel_ or ~luminu~, . a design 
. speed of 500 rpm would give wear r.ates· that could easily be 
measured during .an afternoon laboratory sessio~. Also with 
, I .. , 
higher loads, a long~r time p~riod and a lesser. demand for 
wear, othe~ wear rates £or harder materials can be obtained. 
However, the design speed for 'this machine wi~l be kept at 
~00 rpm in .order to avoid the high speed problems of 
vibrations and saf'e:~y, requirements. 
I 
·Disc · 
... ::{~ · '" 
The wearing sur::face 'of the disc must be repl~ceable. 
·' 
·' This is accomplisheq by having a suitable surface screwed 
.. 
9 
·to a thicker and permanent pl,a te , Hardened steel would be 
preferred ~or · the wear· surface, but: it could' be . mad'e 0~ any, 
material desired by the .user. A circular saw b·lade ('Rockwell 
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Friction Measurement 
Any number of ways are available for measuring 
forces including spring balances, counterweights, pressure 
sensors etc. However, for this experiment, vibration should 
be kep·t to a .minimum and unless one wished to study stick-
slip ~rictiont a reasonably rigid system should be used. 
} 
Here"-this· iJ accomplis~ed by transferr.ing the force to a set 
of cantilevers, _on which strain gauges are placed to 'detect 
the force. 
, Cantilever Design : 
Refe·r to Figure 10 
Neglecting the torsional effect of f, we get: 
2.5 X f = P ~ ~.5 
But f = ~N where ~ = .3 (average) 
N = 2 lbs. 
P = 2.5 X .3 X 2 
1.5 
= 1 lb. 
I -\ 
If · the ga_yge .is applie d 1 in· below P, we get the moment 
a·t the 'g~uge = 1 lb x 1 in = .1 in-lb 
.·,.: 
Now: . I . 
a . = MC 
max . . r:-
. . and · £ = a = MC = M E' . . Ef EZ . 
\ . 
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For a rectangular cros~~n 
h =,~ 
vEe: b. 
:·-· . .'·' :· ." .. _· .. ·:·: ,. .. . ·.· . 
2 z = bh ; 6 
If one designs for a wheatstone bridge with a .lmV 
output for a 2V D.C. suppl:y voltage, using a high impedance 
voltmeter one gets; refer~ing to Figure 11: 
v = 
c 
Since R~ ~ R2 =' const = 2R 1 . ' 
/:J.V 
c 
' ., . 
\ . 
45 
Similarly for the second path of brid~_e, and hence we get 
6V = 26V . ·= 
c 
i.e. 6R = 6V 
R v 
s 
Now c. = (6 R.) 
R 











where Gf = strain gauge 
V and V = 2V & G £ = 2 
·s 
1 X ' 10-4 -6 e:. = = 25 X 10 
2 X 2 
factor 
If we · take the base of the section 6 = • 5 in, then 
'\ 
h = 
- • 221' 
· , 
~.e. use 1/4 "· standard. 
The str.ain gauges can be instalied on the cantilevers 
, ' 
I 
· .. . 
. . "'.·' ' 
·· .
. 
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... 
and then calibrated in situ with known forces on the pin . 
Hp = TN 
63,000 
.. 
where T = torque (in-lb) 
N = rpm 
= 1 lb x 4 in x 500 rpm 
63000 
= .02 hp 
'\ 
This estimate does not· include a value for the 
'\ 
. , . 
bearing and othe~ frictions, 'the sum of which will clearly 
still be small. 
. ·. 
·Hydrodynamic L~brication Rig-P~d ' Bearil)g 
• 
The primary function of tth i s equi,pmentlwxll be to 
demonstrate the pr.e.ssure i._ncrease al}d profile gen~rated · in 
the plane slider bearing. It· will there f ore provide an 
. ' 
47 
e~perimental, quantitative demonstration of the· solution "Of 
Reynolds' equation in the simplified form of: 
1 li? a PI+ 1 ffi 3 aPl = a~ JiL ail . ay ~ ail 
'.\ 
-. . . 
• • • . . 1. .. . . ..... . ..... ,.--..-......-.... _,...,.___..., 
/, ' 
' .. · 
! _· . 
\. .:: · .. -.. . ·
. , . 
.. . 
·.· . ·\ 
.. ·-· 





! I .. -
. ,. -
'' 
where x, y are surf~ce co-ordinates 
h h{x) is 1• the<lilm thickness 
ll = absolute viscosity 
P pressure 
U = U (x) is ... velocity 
cy 
{. . '~ ; . - .!"'· ,.,.. •• ' 
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Solutions to the equations for the conditions imposed ,.. 
by this particular apparatus are to be provided in a form 
.. 
.. 
useable by aR-.under·graduate student .for the experiments. 
Experimentation deal·ing wi'th hydrodynamic lubrication 
requires sorn~ mod~ of r~i~ti ve motion between· twb surfaces 
forming a 1we.d~e .. . The dependent vari~ble ,is of c;:ourse the 
pressure (or load carrying capacity) generated between the· 
surfaces, Its dependence on -~uch variables as speed-~ angJ-e 
I 
of incline, minimum film thickness, viscosity (and/or 
temperature) and surface properties should be demonstrated. 
Depending on the extent of the experiment .and the 
' .. 
variables to qe exemplified, various equipment and 
techniques--although by no means plentiful:..-are described 
in the literature. 
If o~- a quantita~ive ¢lemonstration is requ'±red, 
"6 I 
mode-ls as de ribed by Boyd · · ·should be sufficient. He 
describes a rather in~xpensive ~nd feffe6ti~~ wa;._ ~f 
\ ' .. 
demonstrating the buildup of ,pressU:t_e _usin9 transl?arent 
~ 
plast!-cs, simply by pushing · a tap~red . block with holes 
drilled into it {the slider) along a lUbricated surf.ace;, and 

















. . . •' ; . ,". ~ . \ . . 
••• "I "' • ' ":: • \ ·•' . •.; ... ,~ 
observing the lubricant rise in the holes (see Figure <:!J...2). 
This type of motion does not, however, provide a means of 
continuous observation. 
If more quantitative work is required, as should .be 
the casejt the university and technical 
· method o continuous motion and variable 
< 
schoo:h level, a 
manipulation is 
necessary. The most thorough of such work found by the 
so .... 
author is ·described by Kettleborough, et ,pl · ~n a 1954 
paper. 
.-
Here·, howeve~, the equ·iprnent was too detailed and 
. . 
the treatment too extensive for undergraduate concern, . but .· 
. ' . . . 






controll i ng 
refine~ _Boyd' sJuantitative- work s~ightly 
the movement of a perspex slider .along an 
. ~ 
49 
oil l;>ath in a 30 inch' trough where oils of various . viscosity 
may be used (see Figure 13). This makes the work slightly 
• I 
more quantitative; yet the shc;>rt dura1;ion ·of an experiment 
and the limited '\ontrol of the variables ' remove this 
~pparatus from: consideration for detailed ~aboratory 
experimentation. 
The .only type ~f equipment discovered· by the autho-r ) . 
with continuous motion· .Spe'ed -control and -~ariable '· 
"' ·, . ' ' . . 
manipulation (exce pt. for Kettleborough' s) ,was l ·i.ke that 
. . 
. . ' . . . . . 10 
described by Q.r. Akers an_~ Dr. Ca~eron. 




Both use an 
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,' 
Dr. Akers' equipment (Figure 14 )_ appears to ·be 
I . 
fairly easily repioquced; however, it too seems to be 
designed for quantitative work--especially with respect to ·· 
\ -
load carrying ability and pad friction. Measurement of the 
·pap angle or the pressure pr~fi;Le was not mentioned. 
Dr. cameron's rig ... (F'::lgure 15) is by far the . most 
versa tile, with variable speed, infinite tilt control,_ and 
' . ' 
' . ' l 
pressure profi~e - measurement.- He makes use of an endless 
I 
-_belt carrying a thin -:film Of lubr~Cant. an,d rnov~ng under a 
. ·, 
The· .. :belt is ·. driven by a variable , spe~d . : 
. ' . . '' : . '· . . ,· ' . . . 
, sta:t;Lo:,Hi,ry · pad. · 
·motor~ :·Holes in· the ···pad ~q .. e>w fo~ · pres-~ur~· ta.ps_ ftorn a . .. ::- .: · .. 
... ' ' ·. . . . . . . . . -:·: :_· ' :' ·,.: . _ _. . \ ' ' . . 
manometer . st~~-d : abOve ·the· pad to be .connected -alid the · .. Pr~SSl:J_~~ -
•......__ . ·. '\ . ' 
profile ob~ained''." : : ·The _'inlet: and outlet gaps are· measured 
dire~tly with mi,o_rornetei::s. · When accurate film thick:Ifess 
rneasuremen ts a.re ma~e good e:xperiment:al results can be 
obtained in terms. of the two important ·parameters, · film 
\ . . " ' 
thickness ratio and velocity.. The design does not, fiowever ,' 
I 
provide a quick method for varying viscosity or of m~as~rin9 · 
) 
the load . (except 1by integratioQ_;of the pressure profile). 
_This piece of .equtprnent · is not ~a~,ily reproduced,_ but is · 
available. ·comlner9ially. .~ 
The task therefore is to ·design and prqduce, ·. as · 
., 
cheaply' as. i:>o~sible ·,.· a piece c;;£ equipment capabie : ~f 
.. ' \ ' . incorporating_ as ·. many -~f · the above f~atures as . possible---/ . 
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Figure ·15 Slider Bearing Dem:>nstt:ation ~atils 
. . 
(sc:heina.t17 only) 


















The assembly shown in Figure 16 and described below 
was designed. The particular design decis~ons and calculations 
follow the description and detailed d~awings are given in the 
appendix. 
I 
In Figure 1~, th~ glass plated disc (D) rotates 
under a sector shaped bearing pad (P). The pad is attaehed 
" 
to a cross-member (CM), the inplination of which is adjusted 
by fine threaded scr~ws (S) at the ends of the bar.. Oil is 
'\ 
fed to the plate surface from a reservoir (R) above ' the apparatus 
and it moves under the pa<!l ', the pressure <jener_(lte~ forces 'the 
oil int"o the manometer tubes (MT). The itubes are 19cated t9 
I 
~give the pressure p~ofile throughout · the be~ring. The gap 
between the pl~te and t~e pad is- measured with common thickness 
gauges. The oil ~s · c~llected in a trdugh (T) and replaced in 
. . 
the reservoir. '· The assembly is supported by an angular .contact 
I 
bearing and locat'd .by a. journal J?elpw it .. Power is derived 
• I 
"" through a timin<J J:>elt ' from a • 5 hp mo:tor controlled by an 
SCR controller. 
Configuration 
The first step .in the design was .. to decide on a 




spee4 is n~~d~d and can be obtain~d either .with an 
endless be1lt ~s used by Dr~ }\kers and Dr. Cameron; or by. 
using a rotating disc. 
~ 
~he advantage~ of tpe endless belt 
are that ~traight line motion is obt~ined and t~e simple 
• : • \: I 
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belt is compressible a~d also does ' not resemble the 
situation which may be encouotered in industry. If a 
rotating disc is used, ·the pad can be sector sha~4, thus 
..-: 
57 
resembling actual industrial pad bearings. Also the s qrface 




be for cldser working conditions. Jlass plate can 
the disc surface. ·-Finall y, this COJ'lfiguration can 
I 
be used for eJ<;perimehts in wear simply by changing the disc 
to a wear disc -~-til)g up a .pin . a~~ disc experiment. For 
these reasops it·· was decided to us.e t.he hor.i.zontal, rotating 
disc 'configuration. Of course, this introduced a slight. 
( - .. 
complication in ~hat the motion is curved, but this can be· 
toler.a ted. 
Disc 
Space being a major consideration in· most 
\ 
laboratories, it was decided to make ' the rig as compact as 
.~ossible. ~ The governing s i ze her~ is the beari~ support 
or 4isc. A size of 15 inch diameter was chosen, o/ith a 
~-
thickness of 1/2". A piece· of 2" x 3" diameter _solid stock 
. . 
was welded to ·the d~sc w~th gusse\s as shown to ,aid in . 
. , \ 
machining _a nd alignment. Also the increased.finertia allows 
. ' ,j,"· t '"t- ' • 
\ J 
. -for very sinooth ·.operati on-{ . On top of the steel plate, a ·" 
· shee·t o f 1/4" · piate _.'giass i's glued 
- - ~ 
s\irface ~E!quired. -
'( .. 
... . . 
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The main considerations ~ the pad (apart from its 
functional design) are that it be 1arge enough to accommodate 
. 
a sufficient number of holes for the pressure taps, and that 
these holes do not interrupt the continui~y of the flow. 
A s~tor 2" along the radius and 5" along the outside 
' 
circumference was chosen wi~h 9 holes 1along the mid-,, 
circumferential arc and 5 along·: the m~d radial U,.ne. The 
'l.' 
inlets to these manofueter hole's are o ly 1/32" in diameter 
and sht;>Uld not disturb the flow. The surface .· t~as ground 
smqoth and lands machined underneath' o allow· for slight .· 
\ ~ 
inlet pre~sure buildup and· prev~t st rving of the bearing. 
A wiper was also attached to help di the flow under the 
pad. 
Pad Attachment and Film Thickness Measurement 
t ~ 
When conventional gap measuring instruments are used 
the apparatus ei_ther tends to ·become cluttered, or the -
. ~ 
. . 
gauges themselves ar~ often n~t working properly. [This 
can be annoying, enough to ·U:Qde'rmine the purpose of the· 
experimen~.) This was _the reason· that -a simpler ~etho~ 
w_a:s sought. The on was to have the pad 
ri~idly attached to a ~ro~s of the ends 
_of whi'C.h can be ·<?-dj us~ed, a d _the 'resulting inl~t .alld outlet 
clearances meas9r.ed, with th gauges~ priginally it 
\ 
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supports at each end to eliminate thickness measvre,ments 
altogether; however, the infinite control and simpl~ 
fabrication of an adjusting screw mechanism led to its 
selection. rh addition, one end of the beam is free so that 
-l-
it may float if the pressure is high enough. 
I 
[If this were 
I 
to happen with the present apparatus the manometer tubes 
must be deliberately plugged to ~void losing the oil at the 
high p:tessur~s involved in this·· condition.} This would gii.ve 
... 
a direct demonstration of measuring of· · the load carrying 
\ 
ability of the oil fi.lm. .: .-o 
. . 
Pressure Measuring Device 
The ' pressure measuring device simply consists of a 
bank of manometer tubes held in a plexiglass rack and 
fastened to the cross-member. The height to which the· oil 
' . . 
rises is used' to calculate ·the pressure. 
Oil ·Supply System · 
The oil is fed · to ~h~ bearing from .a reservoir (1/2 
·gallon can) placed abdve the apparatus. The. outlet from . the 
reservoir has a shut· off valfe on it. After pas~ing 
through the bearin.g the oil is collected 'in. the . trough ~nd 
. . . \ 
drained into another reservoir, to be returned to· the 
· <;>rig_inal re~ervoir ~ . · I~ this .ma.nner, a SII\all qual},ti ty of oil 
\ ' • • • " ' ' • I'll 
is .being used and ·can b~ changed quickly •. -: For c~lculatlon 
, .... 
of tQ.e . . Oi·l flow r~·te see the following s.~ction ·on operating 
. . .. : ( 
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The frame, running mechanism al{d kotor, etc., is 
that dealt with earlier. 
Operating Characteristics 
Solutions for sector shaped pads can be approximated' 
. \ . \
by t hase · for . rectangular pads if s-1-o:pe, speed and pad length 
a~e measured at the avera~e · radius. 
From the Standard Handbook of ... Lubrication Engin _ eers, F4itors 
0 • Connor and Boyd ~e get ' f~r a rectangular pad:· 
p = \.1 U B . ~6(a-1)(1-x) x 1 
' h 2· 
. ·. 1 1 
;-. . 
2 (a+l·) ,.(a-ax1 +xi) 2 
·and p · ·= \.1 U B 1.5 (a-1) . max 
. 2 a(a+l) 
h2 
where \.1 = absolute visc~si~y 
U' ·= velocity 
B = ~ad length 
.h2 exit 'film 
f 
= thickn~ss 
hl = inlet film thickn.ess 
' \ . 
. I 
.. 
·x._ = x1 
. . B 
•' 
. P can be calcu.lated f or p. given set 
· max . . • ~ondi tions·~· 0~ : pa~ve~ s~ly . a: r~q~ir~d .. p~r amete~ 
. . ... :.. . 
oQpera ti.n~ . · 
·:. '\ . ' ..... ~ . (e.g. · sp·eed) · 
"' . .:·· . . . ..
ca~ be calcu~ated .'to · glve t,~e· : ·maxi~ciJn:' p:r;-ess.ure t6let~t~d.: · .· · 
.:wi ~{1 :-: othe.r · cl.~~q;:~ioh~ :.-.s~~ .. ·: ·~ rela.~i~n;h-ip . is -~~~~~~~:.y ~ . ·, 
. t .j • . . : - ' . ' . " . • . ' . -.:" . . . \ , 
~ 1 • ~' II , 0 1 . • ' • • 0 ,' • 1 I,' ' ' p • f . ' J •, 1 0 
0 
' 
' \ . \<·;. • ' _: '' ·: • • :·' '.:· ' '' ., ' • I 
. . 
. 
. ' •' 
' · ·' . .. . . . . 
• ···;. .·-:. :·: .. ~ ,.;' . . ; .. · ·-. . ..:_ ,~ :--w ' . . · . 
• . • •• : ': ' ,' • I ' ,: " • .• : 
. .. \,.. .· ' . :~·; . '..· · . ' (' .. ,·• ' 
_,__· _ .. --'--· ·.' . ' . .. ->~ ~· ... _._· ·..:....· _::._, :·_· --~'·:.-!:...• __ ·:;;:.~_·.:::...~  ....:'e-: __:'. ' \ . . . . . . .. . . . . ., . 
-· . ~: 
· . 
.. ··~ . . . . 
/ I 
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for an infinitely long bearing. 





k p where kp = f (x,a) 
!i 
Values of ~p in.terms of X/8 and the slope (he uses 
hl t 
M' = - - 1) are calculated and plotted anc~ a reproduction. 
h2 
of his values is given .in Figure 17. 
·The use of ·.a finite width is ac-counte-d for by the 
. 1,.1se of another facto~'· n 
P = 6 1J u B·n · 






A limited number :cof valbes of n ere given by Ful~!3r- : 
[those taken from the expe_rimental work of Kingsbury and 
\ 
Needs which are applied to total' load] and· a -~~ry limited 
humber ~aken from the wor» of Michell to be applied to the 
\ . 
pressur~ distribution. 
Interpolating .for this ;rig ~tom both -sets of data 
we get Tl = • 25. Since · these vaiues.· .agree so well it would 
. I 
'he reason~ble to ·af?s~e· n --~ ~. 2_5 appfied. to th~ pressure ' 
distr~buti~n .should g_ive ~~cep~ab,le ;-es·ults 1far the be·a.ring 
. . - . . 
pa~ us~d' her:1• · Note~tli'at t~~:~ ~~~ · fc:>r .. . inl7t till!' 'thickness 
. 
equal ~o"'-twice ~he exit film thic.~ness (i.e. M' ;., · 1) and 
therefo're. best·. r~sui ts would' be obtained at thfs inclin,atioh. 
'; ,. 
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i Fi.c;iure 17 Plot .of. preSSure cOefficients 
., . far, slider ·~1n9 
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n is, however, relatively insensitive toM'. 
Thus 
P = 6 ·.ll U B ( • 2.5 ) 
h 2 kp 
2 




the kinematic viscosity v , 
u. = nNr 
30 
p 
= p g H 
)J = .v.P . 
Substituting we get: 
N = 20g H ·h 2
2 
1T v B r .· K p 
we have: 
Typical conditions imposed by this rig are: 
Hmax = ~0 in 
h1 = . 020 in 
- .010 in 
M 
' = ~!'·:h2 • '02-. 01 .0026 = = / a· . ' ~ . 3 -.82 .. 
. ' 
M:' = ~ 'whicn g~:ves K = .042 Pm~ 
s· = 3.82 iri 
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I 
If SAE 30 oil is used v~355 cs @ 20°C 
Then: 
= 3.55 CM2 X l 
sec 2.54 2 
= • 55 in1
2 
N = 20x32x30x(.01) 2x~2 
~x.55x3.82x.042x6 
N = 14 RPM 
sec 
If SAE .10 we.re u·sed ll = so cs 
Then: 
~/ 
N = 62 RPM 
/ 
• .. ,,,- · -
. 2 1n 
cM2 
~ . ~ 
These are representative operating speeds and at 
64 
these. speeds . a stop watch is all that is necessary for 
measuring R.P .M. si~ply be counting the number of revolutions. 
\ 
' for a specified time inter~l. 
Other operating ~onditions then becom~·(still us~ng 
SAE 10 oil}i 
Load capacity 
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· . . 
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~ = p v 
= .9 X 
= 1. 04 
.·a poise x 1. 45 x, 10-5 reyN/poise 
.: 
. -5 
x 10 reyN 1b-sec 
ft 2 
i. e. W = 1. 0 4 JC 1 0 - S X ( 21T X 1 X 6 ) X 2 ( 2 - 1 ) 2 ( • 1 ~iS ) 
(.0026) 2 
= 18. 3 lbs. 
To include ·· the effect of. sip:e lea~age 
W =• Hi • 3 ~x • 2 5 
. t . . 
lb. 
·~ . -W. =· 4. 6 11;ls .• ~ "' 
• I . . 
or: J 
~sing. equation from Fuller 
. 
/~ = 6 ll u B2.1 11n k 




n = ~2 5 
k= p' • 0261 
\ 
. · . 
= 6 X 1: ·~-5 X 2 Jf 1 X 6 X (3.82) 2 
\ (. 01) J 
= 4.5 lbs. 
, 
Frict:io·n·· Force 
u .): · 
· F r = l.l L . B~-h2 x Kfr 4 w~er~ . . K~r . = 





X .25 X 
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Wear - Fretting • f 
• 
Fretting is a special type of wear between two 
surfaces 
• • ' <? 
caused . by a slight cyclic rnotioi'i"1of one .surface 
\ 
other; · It is perhaps not g.:j.ven ~nough attent,ion over th~ 
.... . 
in literature; howev~r, it is a very important. type of wear . ' ~ . ,_ 
/ 
\ -
phenomenon . . . J:t . mani_fest's j, tself often :6n noh-opera ting, 
- . ·• . . . . ' \ . , . . . ' . . .. : ' 
b~t .loaded· ~e~:r:ings wh:e:te· the·· b.e.arin.g '-e~viron~er\t: ~~Y ·.be · 
. . . . . ' . .. ·.' :: '.. . ··:·>. ·,: . . .:.:. ... ) ·· .. > : ) ·. 
movi~g. ; A1so ( :~i.thiii . incic~~ne_sat pi~ings · .~nd/~r : lfl)k~~~ . ar~ 
. . " ' ,· ~ . , -. . . . ' .. - . . . . , 
·. :often ·:run cloSe. "t'o ~aCJ;l· ot~~r.-,_ :.·and · subsequ~·ilf Operations · ·, ' ·. 
· ijrt~~- the~: :·i~ :. ~optact·~ :· : . TQen·;~· :.pump ~r-~ot~r-?·c;pera~-~o~s ·.'~u·~~ 
• - ~ • • • • • I) •• ' ' • ' 1 - ~ e·a:~i-iy .s.~~~~-. ~ ·:: cY<?li~ .·;' ~riverneri.~ -~·~tw.~·~n th·e · _ ;~~f~c~~<~n~·· ;· , . . 
, •~ . .' , , ·, • 1\ ' • ' . ,.. _ • · • , 
cause fr·.e'tting • . . Lc:>os_e '"'bolts' OI): op~r,a.ti.J?.g n\achiner-~ ar~· .al~o .. 
.... .... 
. · .. : .. 
\ . 
. '·· . .. 
• • • ,. 0 
I·· . A. ·f~etting exp~.riine~t 'w~s . ~ho.s~n; ... ~for . ~hi"S · series- ::· . . ' . ' \' . . . . . . ... .: .' . 
fol:' ·two· r~a8'6ri's ;· Fir.st,\. it expqses · stuqents ' to . another . 
important aspe~~ .. . of('~e·a~.\ ~nd s~con~·ii. :':i ~ ·~s ./=a~y ~.c/·~dapt: ·· 
I . .. . . ~ . . . . ·• . .. 
to the equ~pment t:e·quired . f.or · the .()bher ·: 
. ) 'the exper j.rnen t 
·.,/. · ··· ·'· · 
. . : experiments·. 
. . ·, .:: ;' .. 
.. . . 
. . \ . , '/-':. ·: ... :· . . .. . ·. . .. . ~v · 
" · ' · · - ~:· · Fr~t-~ing is ·. considere9. ·to ·.-be.·'.an· o1scilla't.ory · motibn '· . 
. ; ! • • -~ .. ~ .. · ~ .' ~ ; · · · . , ~ •• • . - ., • . • • • • • ' . • · · ·: ~ · : ·. · 
of v.e~y sm~ll · ~plititd¢~;: , ' ~h.e :· o,s~,i~la.t6ry ·.~j:>titi~ ; p~oduc~.~·.~ '-. -\ 
:i.n ' this devic_e" has a. ~ome~h~~ ·\arde; . ·amp~:ifude:, . ··b~~ ·~o;uld . . . 
: ; 
' . 
. ' . 
\ . 
' .. ' ·. ~ .. 
' ) 
I,' I 
t · . 
.·· 
... . 
.. · ... •J: . .. : 
. '\ ·.· :· ·: ; ·,·· : 
~ . •' .. . . -. ' 
! - · .. ·..-:_ ' 
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P = F U 
= .23 X 2TI X 1 X 6 
12 x · 550 
= • oJ 3 hp \ ] ./ 
Running power is negligible, but :much higher hp· is 







= . 5 ··in 3/ ·. · 
. SE\C 
.. .. ~ ·:.. 
where C '=··· a =;: 2 
o. a+l ·. 3, 
~ 1 gallon ~very : lo minutes 
Thus to allow for_ extra flow which does not pass 
'· 
through the bearing we need approximately 1 gallon ever;y 5 
to 10 minutes. . I . 
. . 
. The temperature +ise !or the P.~we+ loss. previo'l:J.sly 
• .J • • • 
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';I' he pin and disc apparatl,ls is used with a· few 
additions. 
Ref~r · to 'Figure· 18. 
A second shaft '(S) parallel to the main shaf1t is 
. . .. ~ 
fit~ed tq the frame- and supported by two thrust collars (C) 
. . ' . 
. . ' I • '· 
at ·the ·frame. It is .driven from ~ timing pulley _(P) on its 
lower enq. An eccentri'c (E) is fixed-to the upper end. A 
followe_r (F) is ,rigidly at~ached t? the \main sh-aft a~d as: 
~ 
the second shaft rotates, the wear di~c vibrates~ A rezur \. 
spring (RS) is attached to .the disa and fast~ned to the 
frame. An ang'!e clip (AC) is bolted to either side of . he 
holding bar to prevent any motion of the test pin dur~ng 
t~sting .. 
Considerations· for the design ate essentially 
/,: 
geome~ric.- ·_No desigi,l data is available for s.uch experiments, · 
as far as the arnount , of wear is concerned in a fretting 
, (_·_: .. . 
···· sit'l,lation so initially· the mai:n ~o.ncern is to· g~t two 
ftett~ng ~~rfaces which·. c~n be analY,se-a~ Fre.tt'ing wear 
rates, mode and debris ·can· th~n be analysed .·in · si-tuations 
. . 
of particular inte~est . to .any .exp'erim·e.nter. 
• . · -{~ . ' D • ' ' • • 
·With an ~cceriti:i9i'ty '; of .liS · ii1 and .- _va:t;iabi e 
~ . . •· . . ·. ~ ·~· : . · . • .. ~ ;?:_:._, 
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·necessary, at some multiple of usual pu~p .and motor speed, 
-, 
i.e. 1750 rpm._ In this way, wear (and failure) can be 
; 
related directly to time. 
: 
4.3.3 Fa"l-lur·e Appar'atus ";- Four Ball Machine 
-
Failure ,of rolling elemen~s, both ball and roller, 
-
.is· a · phenqmenon which all mechanical ,engineers, technicians, 
• . I I 
. . . " ' 
.and ·tradesmen must learn to live with. _Repeated operations 
_ 4 even under per:fiect co~di tions -~1 eve~tually_ lead :o 
1
fa'tigue 
. ' failure. .However, few bearings die what· may be called a 
"natura11" ·death. Operating condi·tions . such as · la,ad and speed 
. • . J 
·: 
• coupled ~ith environmental co~dition~ of lubricaht viscosttY 
. . (temperature}, chemistry, cleanliness and .appr.opriateness 
determine· how long a bearing can function. ·A test. rig is 
• • \< • I ' " 
:therefore d,esired' to ~how ·the ·'influence of ·these p-~~~eters 
I \ .. :.· 
.. · on rollin,g element · fai,.t~e: · .. ·. 
. . , " . . . .. . ' . 
. . ... 
' ~ .. 
~~nc~ most o_f :th)! . pa:[:ameters me~tion'ed aqove ·are 
\ --~atit_ative. , · or - ~~ le~st· .. ~h~ir. :.'en.dencie§ ar-~ - ?o~ ~;tearly 
. known . qll~p~itati:V~ly~-~:.th~n a'·':~~·~J-· ~ig,; .to ' .pi:o~u/e ~~·c~~i~~ated· ·-_. .. 
~~ilur~s with .f~a-so.na~ie- :con~l-ol . ~ve~~he -'~ariab{~e:·- .i~. ·. . 
' ':<.· .. ··.·· . ·::· :. ' .,:· ·<.:····:~-·.: . ·<.:·_,,:, , .. _ .  :.-~ · : ·._· .·. ·_. ··: . . ;.,, · . \ .· .. ~ 
. :· ' ·. :' ·., .. ·. des~r!=!d · ··s«;>:.-:that· .a : s_tudent ':n\ay,· observe fa~ lures ... caused ·by r .: 
. •• , ~.· ' · ·· .·: " _;·'._: ;_,.·.. · · .• • . .. : . · :·~.. •• ~· . • , . . ·.· . .. ~ ; · ... ... '' . - · · : · . ·· ·. .. . , I , 
f . 
> . . 
! • 
: .. · 
. i 
\-;:·::. :. : · ~- ~, .- ·V.a·rtous · ~:sets ·of: ·condi ti.'6ns > ··-- · '::· .··. .- :--, ·-: · · -· · · , · ... '· :.~< :: ~.-. •--. :,.:· ' . I . . . • . . ' . : . .,. I .• 
·.:(: 2., . .-,.. t- .. :"- · :.:··;·,X; : _· ·/,-':;~ --~~-- ·: ·Quantitatively·, -~he ti~e -~6- ·· ;~me 'fofu ·:·~£1 u~~~ti~~ ' .. . . · , .;·{. 
, ._,; ' ' . .. ·. -~ . ; :·-'f·.·  .... -~<.:i-~. . . . .. . : _::.: ,_\ '. .· .... . : ·. <<: . :..·.!.;: _':,: ;.·:.·?:·<·.:· _ .. · ,~:·:-:-,· ; ~- ~ ·<··· ··__; ··<·.::::/ ·'- .. 
-::- ~ ;· -'_:,.)'>·'. · : .. · . factory ' -~perat~on ·. J:t!.ay J~e.: ~~ke~ as th~: measu.t;.~.b+e v~r.i~ble =' ... :r. · .· . 
. .'~· [_:~::. ~· . . \ . ,.; . ., ·, . · .. : .. . · ... ~. __ ;_ !, ,, · :·:.~. ~-: ., .::: :· : ;,. ,_::..~:·· - . . __ .:- : :.: .~ .. ~--:~ · : , :: · . .,.. .. - :-,_;. -~- · 
,• ' ,. :. ;·:. ~: < ~hich c~n d~not.e': fa'iiure. . . . . . '• . . ·,·:.~ .. ·-_·: ... _::·: ... ':.: . :~,-~-::·:·. ; ::,:· ' ' :·:: .... ':'.' ;.... :·.): 
. ,s . ·.··,:, . . '·· ... ·.•·..... . .. · .... ;: .: t .}Y·'j ··. •· ·~~ :..:?. [,? :< t . · .
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To perform failure tests on ball and-_ roller bearing 
elements, experimenters are f~e to design rigs ~which use 
~ \' 
actual commercially available bearings or they may make their 
I-. . 
' \ 
own cot:lfig\l·rat;ions . . Test rigs using actual · be·arings are. 
' ' 
typically designed to show -~r~ction characte~istics of tpe
4 
\ . 
bearings, and ·using suc::h a rig C!:S a ' failure machine would 
·· limit the .test,er ·to ·rn'anuf~ctu!er'.P d'imenedoning and ~eice 
... . ·'Of materials. ' . ' Also·, .after faiiure has occurred the el~ments 
would have to be removed t:rom the c.ase . before ~x.amfi.nati9ri .. 
In· 9rder to increase t}:le versati;!:i ty of the 
~ . 
·equipment so th~t more· experiments c;ri be perforl,lled. · 
• • I, - •• • ' • 
experimenters. use free · r _olli.ng elements. The. most popular o ·f 
s~cQ. equipJ:n~;nt descri}jed throughout the li ter:ature is the 
. '; ·-· ' ', f ·, • .. . ' . 
~~~-e-~11, fo~~ -·l>~it .;wear te~ter,_, · or :sbm~ va~ ia ~i~n o.i ·it. . It.~ 
·.·. ' . . 
- ~: .. basi,c form . ·is .. a .pyr.amid of ba-ils as shown in Fi.gur~ '19.. ~e · 
.···< ··. ·.·.-: · .. .- .. , ... . · .. · .. ·. · ..> '\} ,._: ..... ·· . . · .. ' . 
' ' .. · upper ' ball . i 's · nest~d' ' into an¢i .. Q.riV'en on three lower balls-• . 
. ' . . . . . \ ' . • • . .. . ·. '. . • .. ' . . . •", <!/ 
T~e lower three run in . a hard~ne4 ·.race ·a:nd may or may_ no~ be • 
.' ·r' ; 
. con~traJned: -i,n some · mann~l{;·.·· such as· ·by -the addition of .., cage 
• • • . • • • I ' 
· • 
1 _materi~}- · .spac~r~· · Of co':lrs,e· ~ ··.· .th.~ . c::_o~plet~. - ~-~.s~n:Wly is ' . 
.. . .. . .. ~ncap·~~~e~ ·. ~0 th~-~ *e ~~y_i~~~~~~ can ~-~- :~~~~~iled ·~) ·: :\ ' . . 
. B . . · , . .. . . _) . 
E.D. Brown ' quote·s. ·Bperl_age iri.:d.933 .,as. ,tp_e · original 
. ~ ' . . . ·: '· /,, •. .. . ,' · .. · • ' 
•' : .'• t '< • ; ' .' ' • ' l. • ; •,', ' • ' o • • ' '• ' o ~ ; ' • ' ' • : :: ' , ' . ' • ;. • • o I ' ' 
,. ' . .. : · · . user. and also states .tha,t· there are.- apprqxi·~ately _400 such · 
·· i : ;·. . . . . . •_, ., . ' . ' ' >.: .. ·.' . . .... ;• . ··. '· .· .. ·· ... :') .• 
._ . ·, · ·· .. ··· .·· . . rigS .. ·iJ\ .. USe .aro~n(l the W~rid . . lli~~- ~-~;:ticle· glve'~ i ·very 
,• ,: ,::, · ' · ~,:·.- .-, · .' ~· •• · , •. : , ; " -' ' ' • . : • \ . ~ , , ·', . · 1 • ' .... . . , \ / ;- •, • I \~_·,, '' •.·~: : : . ' ,· · , ;.'_. 
.. ·:.:· ... -~ 'h~f~-~ . 'desc_j;_ip~~¢m _ ·.~£_:; .. ~~e. hi's:tory_ 'of . the_ four;).b.f3:ll' a~~~-:r;~ t~-~ . 
' ,• ! 1 , , . • 1 ' ' : :• ;. ,• ' ' • '• ,' ' ' .' ; ' . '~ , •' J ' , t • '~ \ '\ ' ;: • 1 •, • ' • •' , I • • ; _ t ' • '.' :: · : ~ ' • ~ :• ' • 
· · · -: ::: "; . .... · .. . and· lfsts·. J:ts ·.essential features,:_:·along ·.w.i"th its· applicatio·ns .:. · 
, ' ' 
I, 
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to tesearch problems . . 
. . 69. . 
Scott and Blackwell descr~be the use of a four-
ball machine t..o provide "accelerated service -simulation tests 
for lubricatits ~nd materials for rolling el~ments". ,A very 
good description of their equipment is given, along witp • 
some re_sults of their experiments which de-~onstrate t-he 
usefulness of the·ir rig. Also Jll~ntioned is' the cone/three-
ball arrangement where . the upper ball is :~:·eplaced . by a cone. 
Y The_operation is' similar, yet the cone can easily be 
. . . 
fabriqated- especially helpful if , it is to be ~ade of 
.. 
material which is_ not readily~av~ilable in ball form. 
·T.E. Tallian70 also gives a good description of a 
' . ' . 
modern ;fiJur~ball wear tester. His article is primarily I . 
concernec?, wi'th the r .olJ.,ing contact failure theory a:nd an 
. . 
excellent ~nd. c:oncise p.reci.S of the tC?pic. is gi.Jen. · Also 
given is. an~extensive li-~t of references, 63 in an. 
l · ' • . . • ••• 1 . ' .. . • • 
. At. the. _ teach~ng .. trib~loqy ~onference17 sponsor~ by· \ 
' . : . . : . . \ :· •. - . . . . ._, 
the·· univ~rsity·· ·of ·he~ed~ :· ~-%11970·, _ DJ;. Ca~eron of Imperial 6 
~ - ,. . coi).ege -r,evea~ed tha't';~: _ - si.:pie·- four-ba.il app~rt.t~s ~ driven ?Y 
,. .··- -.; .. · . • . : . ,.":. . . • · . • . ' • . : • : . " " . : 41. ~ 
_·: ' a ~twp .:speed - electr_i_c drill was ..  be!'ing · used at:' his college and . 
.. -'1 I . . : .... ' ' - ... . . . ' . .. __ ~ ' . . . . . ':· . . ' . : . I . \ ' \ . ' • . 
: :l1 Mr. W~:t~(?n ,of W~rrington .Tech~ical _College sai~ . that \ a rig .'>~ ..r· 
. • ' ' f ,_ I I 
,·IJ: s.i,~ila~ · :t~ - Dr . . Cameron·' s wa~. a rt U$.e ·at 'wa.r~i-rtgt-on. · Al·s.o). 9-
: ·. · j w;i ~;~~ ~.oil,;rib~~ion t~ th~ : s.\m;,c\'n'f~rel\~e. :f J1r. M :~. J~~s 
· · · .:.·.-··of th~)Jnivers,it,Y . _·co~lege'. o·t-'.swa·nsea g_i,ves a~C?ther . .: ·._· ~ ·· ·· ... 











a ... · . .intetestfrig~.variati.on. ~. It ' consist s _of .a ' diciven .. conej but . . 
. : •~ : > :_ ·"·.:: · ~ , _ :~·: . : ·: . ·, _ .••.··• .·_ ._,:.. ·' / ·.: ;rX·\·· : .~··:,:i\ ' . :· :· : ·. ---•.·,, • , ·. -~ . . .. _ fi;:· . 
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of three balls it had three :Cyl~nders. Beside.:; the 
P.repa;ing these sp~mens, . it allows the fou'r-:-ball 
\ . 
machine to be used as a·pu~e wear test~r. 
In; Canada, . a four-ball rig designed especially for\ \ 
. • < 
colle-:Je laboratories i~ available fr.om .E.~perimental 
Engin.eering ·Eqti{pment Limited in Ontario. I 
'.. . : 
74 
From the study o'f tne lite~ature; it was ·decided to · 
. (; . . . . . ., . ... ~~ ·~es~gn and construct· our: own ·four-~all m,achine. 
Th~ classica~ · configu~~~ion is· ~or the top ball to 
. . '· be fastened to the shaft and driv.en i.nto the thr'ee nested 
balls. .However, while Jlearching zor sui table ball and race 
material, it wa-s disco~eted that a ~t ~f f~~ sm,all ball 
/ 1 -
·bearings nes~f~~tly int-o the top cup ·o.f .a hydraulic 
· I ' . 
' ' . 
. . ' . 
valve lifte,;r (which is already hardened) in· an inverted 
. \ ~ - .. . ·. . 
position, i-.e. the three balls on top .of ·the ·one.. This 
. . ' l . . . . . 
~onfi.guratlori was chosen . a~d .. th~~efore . the. balis :are -~~iven 
. . . ·,' "\ ~ f ... 
pv the flat ended ·hard~ned sJ:?,aft. Test. material·s, ·both · ·. 
... " . . 
race and ball~ ~re thUs li~~dil¥ availqble. · ... ' · ~ . '\ 
The a:s~embly · ~llo~n ·· i~ ,·F.is.ur-<e 20 and de~cribed 'below 
- • . ;- . ·. . .. . ' . . ' • ~ ; . ·! . ' ' .. : .. ' . ' ' . ' 
was designed. ;~h~ p~ticul~_r · Cj.eslgn· deci~iorts1 ·· and. 
~ . ' "- - . \ ' 
·cal6ul:ations f.ollow 't-he d~~c~ii?,~ion <' 
·. t, ' · ' : , . ... 
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: ,,_. 
· . .. :A hardene4 ·race, . ;'(A<) [valve ti'fter: cupl ,_:·'is: p~ess~a · :, ~ · .. 
• . •. · ~· · ·. : .·• ~ · I .• / . ; ' · .. '\~, :- •• .. ·· :·' · , :. ;.::>· , :':;:• ... · ,;\ ,.: ... . ; 1• • •; ,. ·:.,., 
: irito. a hras.s <;iup · (~}" 'qn a: -loadin·g ·:11ead (C) • Th~s load~ng . · · ..  ·.- .. · .. · .: ... · ..  ~ : 
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'. ' 
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Using a 3/16" ball, we find this is the one us'ed 
for a deep groove single row pall bearing of the 200 series 
w.j.th a rated load of· F - - 805 lb at l Mr. · Tl)is ,bearing 
. r 
.. ~ . 
contaips . 7 balls.: 
. ~ .. 
, ' . ·. 
Stribeck's equa-ti~n. ·gived {he ·ffiost · ~~avlly loa~fed 
~ ' ' '• •, ~ '" ' I • • • ' • • 
. ball ;or tne rated·. -ioad· as !-• 
. ,· .. ' "', . ... ~ 
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o6 :,;; 4_ • ..17 t~o-s> :· ~ so·2· lb· • 
-7 .... ·. 
\ · . '\' .... ·· .. 
. ' · 
. ... 
" . ·In ' this configuratio1h 'there are · thre~ such contacts. 
• If .. . . . . ' "·, - - ,. 'I .. . . ·:l 
Now .if . we _cons.ider . t~-is '-t~ be the ·toad ~$qu;i.·red per' ·'bail to: 
• • • • :- • • J .. ~" • f .. • . ' 9 "' • - • • • 
. give ~1~- --~ ~~ .'Mr_, then .,:-~e · ~-?ln . de-cide ~?-_._ the. ld~d··. ~~~u~r-~d _ fo~ 
·. ' 
. . 
; _· ·_ \. --::: ;: __
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Figure_-_ 22 .: ~--~:-~1 coo,figw:-~ti~ 
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s where S = cumulative probability 
of failure 
f = exponential function 
78 
\ \, = max. alternating stres~ 
z = depth. of >. ..... 
,.O~J. . 0 
11 --" . . . 
N = n~unber of cycles 
. . 
v = scaling factor 
. · ::. 
\ 
. . . ' ,, 
c, h, e = const~nts 
.- Exper·in)ental . study has provided values of the constants 
needeq for the distribution. Hertzian contact stress theory 
can be · used to obta.in v.alues o;f >. and z. 
. 0 . 0 
The problem here is to decide on: the load ·required 
. . 
to g~y~ accelerated failure witp. life periods short enough 
to allow the time for s.tudent laboratory experiments . . 
. . "" . ' 
\ 
However., o'Ur configuration (Figure' 22) is certainly 'not · like 
. .. .. _ ' . -. . . 
any ·conve~tiorial bearing_.'configurat.iori a.nd therefore the ·· · 
/ . ' ~· ·.·. . \. ' . ' 
-:e?tperi.menta:l. design -data· .available ~s ,not-";rea'!ty applicq~~e 
·-. ;.j . .... 
lu~re·. 
The machine .JJei.ng desi_gned .will ·ther.efor~ . h9ve to 
\ 
; 
. . \ 
be .. us~d as ~ compa.rat.lv~ devic~··. ··and . .-t~e .fail~r~·· cr . ite~i~' 
..will' have to be·. ~.~-t~_bl.isH~d ':,~·9~i:~t stan~a;c{'6iis· ~- ~ - . · :,~ :- , .~·­
·The ¢les~~:.·l~~d ,de9i~~ ·. ~~~~ ~ere. -~:fil~be o·f .. order· 
: ..... :· · ..::x _: ·< ... . . . "... ·.: ..... . ,:, : ... '':•·:::: -~ -~ . :·~·.;: 
.of magn_J.:tude·. only·. :7 · , ·' · 
. . ·. ' ·: . . . .....  ;\, .'· 
' ,· _-;. 
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head is put into a hydraulic ram which is secured to the 
... frame as shown.' Test balls, (0) are placed into the cup 
'· . 
and the ram is raised into contact with the shaft end. A 
-...., protective· case surround·s the balis· and is:.filled with the\ 
\ 
\ 
test oil. The shaft (D) is· supported. by . two radia.l'' b~ar ings 
. : \ . · . . , ... . . . 
and one pure thru~:?t bear.i.ng -~ It·· is connected . to the motor 
. ' 
· · · (E) by .a . flexib.le · coU:~ling"- (F). ·· · : Final-_:. t.~.s~i~g ~as performed 
• ' I • \ 
•. ' 
. . : .... ' 
l;lSing the eie.ctric drill shown (G) ·, but the original 
intention was to use a vacuum cle~ner motor and CQJ;ltrol the 
I • 
speed through a variac. Further discuss~ons on this will 
be found in the ·test results~ 
' . ' . 
Provisions .. can be made for t,he · additio·n \df heater 
blocks in '·the contacf :tqne. ' .. Also I probes . for contact 
. . 
· resi'!?ta~Je me_asuremepts ·and revolutio'n counts- may .. al.~o be ~\ . 
adc;t~d • ·,/ .. · .· '· .' 
· ': -· .. ,• 
I 
. . \ 
.. .... 
··,. . ' 
Load · Analysis ,· -~ 
·\ • ~ , • ' · , I ' ' 
.. . . ' 
. . . . .. . · ' 
. . '. 
;: ' 
. ·' , 
. .. 
•" .. . ·. ' . .. . ~ 
·. ; ... · - . 
.,·· .. ' · .. · . ' . ·· . .. 
. \. ~ '\ ', 
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If orie wi.shes to design for iO%· sur~ival, , 
the Weibull distribution must be used~·,' 




.where · b ~ \1.2 
' , ' I l • 
, I 
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·'· ·. ~ "' .. 4 00 0 i.b: was ~~kelt\ D t~~ ~ dOS~~n load, but furth~-~ · : : 
. ; . ae~;,l;;PmO~·~•.' .~~.;~ .~h1 fo~i~~ill~ ~pP~?~;,~ wo111d li~Ve~~en : _ : ~ ~: ': . 
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p = 1.5 P' where p I max 2 max = !maximum contact stress 
1f a I l P' = ldad (Kg) 
3 
and a = .0318~ a = radius of contact circle 
... 
d = ball diameter (mm) 
For this rig d = 
Subst~tuting into the equation and converting the units, 
.. ' 
the equati.on becomes: 
Pmax = ·1. 9 x 10
5 
x -
3fP · where P . is in lb/in2 v r max 
I ' 
• • ·The design load.willgive 
= 1.9 X 105 X , ~~1225 p max 
= 2·· x 106 psi 
P is in lb. 
. ' 
Some other ball loads and contact stresses are 
· tabulated below. 
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/ For 'the reference ball, in the 20,0 s'eries bearing, 
we could expect a stress of the order of 500,000 psi which 
is·taken by some bearing manufacturers as the limiting design 
stress for their bearings. 
25 lb/ball is the load to give equivalent 
"· conditions in this rig as in thr reference bearing. The 
result is. then: ~ . 
i.e. total loads ..Qf .' 130 lb to lBO '1b re'sp'ectively . . -
Also, Goodman . (_in 2 ) points to the fact , that 3 point! 
contact (this configuration) leads to quicker failure than 
2 point contact (the reference ball). A~ain the .fatigue life 
would be expected to be lower. 
No consideration has been given to the . possible 
effects o.f the lubricants, ·which will affect the b.all life. 
For their rig, Scot.t ,· al)d Blackwe1169 \).se. maximUm 
Hertz stress of 500 ton/.in2 (10 6 .·p.s.±) in a conventional four-
ball ~~chine to giv~ failure times from· 10 to 180\ minutes 
at 1500 rpm~ de~nding ·~n .the ' lubrican~. · .. For -this rig'· . 
• ~ \ 4 • • • • 
this c_orresponqs to a single ball load of 140 lb .or a total 
load of 420 lbs. 
' 
. . 
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\ 
The £oregoing results .did not nec~ssitate a change 
. ' 
of the design load, since it was considered' desirable to 
have an excessive load capacity for several reasons. 
Firstly, it is much more co~venient to speed up the 
0 ~ 
test by increasing the load if it becomes necessary, s·i~'be 
... 
time is important to the students. ;:Secondly 7 shou·ld an 
,Y , 
r . ; 
experimenter decide ·to increase the ball size, the load r' 
. . . . I 
84 
ca.i-~ying ~apability wi.ll be 'avaiiable on ' the bearings the 
• ' j • 
rig land the ·frarrie, arid· only the ·holding . . cup : will' need 
. : • , I . ,' ' • ~ • 
be 
changed. For ' example·, : if .. 1/2 in~ . ball~/ (usual · 4·~b~l 
··. . . . ·, . ' . . ·. . . . . . , · . ' . ' 
., 
a;re .•used, th.e load <_::artying capacity would . be 
.. . . ·. . I 
i _n:crease by' a factor of ·~ 
.. 
I 
. Thirdly, because of the nature a·tl ·the te . ~s 
: '; 
conducted shock loads can be expected and again,( the 
being \ 
extra 
capacity will be helpful. I 
The most Conven>ent way ·oft> atta>nip.g t.oads o£ 'this 
ord';r of ~agnit~de .lith good ic~~tr~1. is to x••· a sm.iH 
pydraulic jack. ~ The load being appl'ieera c 7 (then ~- · 
calibrated d.i~ectly on a pressure g.auge ... 
~ . . . ·( 
In order to make ·the . rig porta.ble, the ram is p.laced 
. ' \ 
· inside a ~action t'rarne, such that all forces ·remain inside 
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space · is needed. 
Frame analysis and bearing selection follow. 
Bearing Selection 
The bearing s~oul:d be able to suppo_rt 1 the tf,tal 
thrust load p1us ~ny radial lo'aq which might be encountered . 
. . 
because t~~ 16ad is not direptly' alon~ the .center line -of 
th~ axis . It is eas:i.er .to-design· for the ec~entricity; than 
\ • • • • • ' , l ' • • · . ' • 
to def~ign .fo;( _ near pe#ect center line lo.ad_ing !· . A'h~ol.ute 
~ ' , ' ' ' • ' : t ' • ' • • .. , . ' ' • ' ' . ; • ~ ~ • • ' I o 
· . maxim:um e~cez;1t,ric·i.ty .. wouid ·_never· be· _greater. t~an :.12S · .inches 
. . . . .. . . , " . . . .. 
. but .it :c.o':ll~· :._t.einp6r~:ri·ly be ·th'i.s - ~ighl if one. of \h~ balr~ · 
' ' ' . ' .'\ .. . .: . .. . . ·.· . . 
.should .spall or~. _fa _~_· 1 co _  mp.let~ly . and ceas·e. -to be a load 
- .'"·.'f''r ;~, 
carrying ·member. 
. '> . . 
. . Therefore, tne ·bear i .n_g layout wi 1t hav.e to ~llow ' 
for both radial and thr.ust load. ~ The loa~ .· he:ce ca\!ld "be · 
. ' . 
taken wita pure thrust and two radial . bearin~s or combined 
radial-thrus't be'arings (i;e. angular ·contact!). The 
poss~bility of ec;centric end loading eliminates ~qnsiderat.ion 
·, of joprna.ls . for the .ra.dial lqad. 
. . .• \ . . . . 
'l'he· cornple.te arra~gernent has to be· .comp~pt in order 
. . 
to fi-t; intt> the allow~bl~ space, i.e. th~ · 4-inch width of 
the · channe;L .• . 1 
I , 
If angula~ cqntaRt . bearings ~re .. used·-, . ·the. 
. ' •; ' . . . .. •. . ... 
configurati~n wo~ld have to .be· as ·s,hown in · .~igure 2 ,3'-~ .Si nce 
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(1'- • I 
This is a ver.y large . b~a.ririg ~orrip·ared ·to the .. overall 
. ' . \ 
dimensic:;>ns of the rig. · If a .design ~oad of 3000 . lb were ..,., 
used ~n-stead 
. .J. 
o C = 300'0 X 4.5 = 13,500 lb. · 
' . 
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have-· to :r:u:n .with a thrust of 3000 'lbs or less. 
-The: experiment 'time 'f~~ 90% fid,lure _then b_ecome·s =·- -
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In ord~r to ~eep, the size of tn~ · rig small yet giv~ 
.• . ' i \ 
reasonable· experiment .'times, we can use ';~malle13--balls in 
tl)e 9up. T.he · dynamic ca'?aci ty ofl a ~;>all f is ·proportionai to 
the Lath power qf ·its cHariteter. Theref:bre, if i,i.rl diameter ·· :. 
: .. ta . . , 
dyl).a~fc -capa_~-~ty is ~~duce~ balls are u~~d ~n· -t.~e-·. tester, the 
.•. 1 
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Rag i'al Bearing I' '· . 
I ' •· ' • 
If dimensibn .. A ·:::: · 2" ·. [F'ig_ure ·241: then 
· .. · I . . -·· . . . 
· · -~· _. x . _i') .;1.25 x .4o·oo · ·' 
.. · ·... · i{ ... rl· 2so:1 lbs~ · · · · · 
Fo~·\oo ~ hr .• ·~@:' :5 .000 rp~ ; -~C .-~ .:5 : :~- ,.~~ ·;, . 5 
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The· stress analysis can now be done. 
Lubrication 
. . -l 
<I 
8 
. ,·. .. 
.. (~:; ' ;::: )f. . 
. : ·.· . ;.·· : ·\ .. ~- >. > ..: '
' ' . 
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. . - . . . ' 1 .-· . .. . 
., .· . The ra~.ial ~~~ri~9s ~~~ p~r~~t·se:d_ ·_i~f~ ·.ti~e _lubricat~~ "· .·. ·f .. · .. :.· .. . 
. . and ~e~ied. _ The .~~rus~ :b~a~.i~~- . m~~t~{~1~~~er, ·be ~u~_X:f,~~at~d- . · ·.· .: .. 1 . .. . 
. ' · .-Apart from obVi~us · oonsid"Eu;ations -~.f .cleanlihess ,' 'and:: _Unless· · ' .:· ·.. .; ·· 
··· '· ... - ·., :· ·: .. . · ... :· · _._,· . ... ~~ - ·.: .. :J . · ... , ' : .. ~· ~-- -.·:· .. · : ~ . ~- /. _ ... .. ,· . . ~. ··.\ .. : · . -. . .. ~_::. : ~ ' ·-~ . >.· .. t • . ...... :· '" • • ~ .. -: . 
... .. .· . .. , .. · ~f>e,c~:~~ :.en_y_i~o~Se-~ta~ - ~ ~o~lern~ ... ~r~ :_-i~vofyed _ ~ t .r,e. _.:~~1 . s-~~~~c~i()~ : ·· .. : ~_. - . ~: -': , j > ·-:'·. 




:· .. ,_.. · .. ;:.- -:: ~ ·:' '. · ,: ·.· · . . :'.. ·. '·.. . ..:·.·.' . ' :-'I''. . . : .: .. . . ,;·,. . .. .. . :: .. . . ·/. ·· .. :·. 
· · ·-.:ad~q{i'a}e. :_s~ppiy ·· is: pr.~vi~.e~_:~. -~ · -.T~~s ' : _a~of~~- :.~e7.9.).Joi-~~::.· l~f9~ .. · : . .-· · · : · · :-.. 
• · : · . 1·" · , · .. ' · ';. · • .. ·· ·, '. · ·. / .v : ·-:_~ _ .. ·. .. _. ..... 
and .-in fact' for -high speed's . if·.' shq~J,ld .be' ke"pt ·low: _.to ·,:avoici ( · . . :·· ' ·. -"':ti ' 
' • • 1 ~ I · •·, t .' •' ''.~ ,' ~ ' • ' 
c~urnl..ng. and over.he?ting. As : -a_·· guf~e .'.to . the :. l.uhric8;~t . "~- ; ... ·: . . · ,: 
selec~ion, ·.the product spe~p (rpm.) '·; x . be~riing· q~arneter (nun) :-.- · .: ·. 
. ": : ~· · 
\ .· .. · ·. 
is used.~ . u,sing the_ ~~ig,~nai design\ 'speed .of so·oo rt:m~·, _ _ the· . 
-:_ 
. I • product No-: = ·30 x sooo· ' · 
' •' , 
. =·· 1~0; 000 
F:rom ~l:·~~~e .:16, p. - 1~-l_l· __ o(o•con.rioi: . and -~~yd, 59 _ . . the ~- -
• • • • • • ,. J 
. . ,• 
.:·· 
··;- -r·ec6m,me.i)ded·. visce>sity . (at .. ioo.~F>-' wo~.(Ld ~ · i.si .cs •· .; :' . _ 
. . . - . . . . . ·- . 
. : .. :r-i .. 1.000 .. rp~ . i~ ris~d; . . wh.J,..ch. was·: di'sc.ove.red ·~0 'be · --~uffi~ient' .·. 
' .• \ " ... 
:}_ ... d~~-~ng ' tes~_ihg, t~e~ ND =. - 3~;-·oo~ ··a~~- - ~he. · r:eco~e~~:ed\ . . . . ·/ . !·\ ... 
. ·· . . ·, 
. .. ; ' · . . :· , . . . . ' . ' ,. . . : . . 
. ,· These · figtJ.res ·suggest : an · oil · 
. ·. . . :· '\ ·. ·• ·, . ' . " . ' . - : ' 
.;· ?J6i~!ewl:ier~ b.etwee~ :· a ··~-~;~ light- · ~- ~r~~P~ : bii to_. ~~-··i:?. ~.; ... 
. ' . dependfing on. the·, ... sp~e'd .,th·~ obera.to~ ··.wishes 'to~ .-ruri : the rig. 
' . . ' . . ·' . . . . . . ' . ' . -· .. . . . . . . ·_ ··· :·_ . . \ 
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The thickness could be reduced·, but since the cost 





. .  Frame Cross Me~er·Analysis 









Two 4.,, l'i.S . . channlll eros~ ItlE!ITibers support the total load: 
. J 
. . ( \_ 
_' ··~_ach ~ill.,.ther:fore c·a~ry ~tral load of ·2000, lb. The" 
loading., -shear and- bending ~ment· diagramS\. ~re ·given in 





= 100·0 lbs :,. 
·• 
22QO' in - lb . 
.,~·"" . 
.. ~aximum endin_g stress a = MC -' 
I I 
- ') . ~. 
This is n~gligible . 
.., . 













= 2200 in-lb 
:c9in 3 
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The vertical members are also 4" channel. Each 
member will have to take the reactions from the cross-members 1 
which include a ·· t9Jlsile load and a bending moment as shown. 
in Figure' 27. The maximum 1;ensile stress will be the ·direct 
tensile s·tress plus the stress on the tension side. of · the 




Tension in top' fibe:r;s due to bending: 
CJ· :: MC 
I 
- 4200 in-lb x .46 in 
.32 in4 
= 6000 psi , 
' ' 
Uniform tensile .load 
. '. I . . • 
cr = 2000 lb = 1300 psi.· 
1_ .. 56 in2 
Total stress = 6000 + 1300 = 7300 psi ....... 
. .., , 
\" 
Using .a· yield s·t;.rength of s·o I 000 psi for steel, the 
of safety becomes 
N = " 50,000 ::: 7. 'This is sufficient. 
7~300 \ . . !f 
Reguirements· • J 
The powe~ · required .will be . that necessary to ·drive 
"\ 
the bal·ls in the cup alo_ng with friction in the bearings. 
The friction in the thrust bearing ~ill by far be tpe 
. , . . 
~ - 33 ·. . 
t ).arg~_st. faires . gives the coef~icient of frict:i;on at the 
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I ~000 Lb 
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IDad:i.n:J :far vertieal Memer. 
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== T N where T == in--lb 
63,000 
N = RPM 
= (4000 X .0013) (1.26) (5000) 
-2-, 
6_3, 000 
= • OS hp. · 
. . 
Any remainipg power requ:i,~eme.nts · wili be small 
compared. to. t~at.in tne-: thrust b~arin~ ~h~ch 'i_s i~·se+f. 





.smal.l. · · T}Je sp.eed, 50_00 rpm ·was . chos~:m · as· ·a·. practical de~ign: 
. \ ·- ' ." . -· . .. .· . •' ._., .. . . 
. :sp~ed whicn -can'·9ive .failq.re , in . a 'reason_able amount ·of': ti~e-~ 
.... . . . . . . ·' '\ . . ·. . ·. . : . . •, . 
There are several .. <::ommercially available motors from power 
tools which are ine~pensiv~ :an'd suitable. · A • 5 hp, ·vac'uum 
. . 
cleaner· motor, capable of approximately 10,000 RPM was 
chosen. -.. It is a universal motor and can therefore be speed 
-, 
controlled with a variac. 
. I ' 
. Note: This proved to · be a rather unfortunate cnoice; 
since the fan had to be removed from' the motor in order to 
. . \ . 
mount it. Of cours-e, with the. ~an's cooling effect gone, 
the motor continually overheated, -and -it was imposs:lble .to 
run !::he achirie loaded fqr any period ,.o_f . time or ~t high .' 
sp~e s . at all. Fortunately1 the speed and failure time . 
. ' 
esti ates' we~e high, an4 it was p(>ssibl.e to get. satisfabtory 
·-· 
fai}-u;t"es with a 3i. hp drill dl!iven at - 800 rpm .• · A better 
·c}loice ma-y ha;e· :b!en ·a _conunon~ h-andyman' s · ·router, but' the 
drill was available at the time· and"it perform~d well. 
. \ . 
,f -
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. . / :,. 
shaft sh.ap·e and nominal dimen~ions are · shown in Figu~e it 
100 
•; ' • 
Shaft Design 
The selected bearings determine the shaft dlamete·rs. 
-,, 
The 
' . . . . • . ·1 ·. 
The critical l.o·a-ding . is from the test balls and the .J ·· 
' . • . • '1. ·f_. 
29. 
:' .·· 
thr;~st 'b~aring . r-eaction ~ This can be '¢6nsidered :a.' point · . 
. ;, . .\'" . . . · . ·:.- . ... . · .... _ . . - . \ · · , . /, 
load l? ~t ~~e. c_entr~- ·s;;·f ~ the ~haft a:n:a a- c;iist:r~b~~ed l_ine.: .-.: ::.\:_. + , . 
. ·ioad along _.·a · ci~c-~e ~-t .the cent-;e ·:;f _ th~.'-:_ betlri~g suri~c~~:-_'· . ~- · ... , ... I · · 
' "· ' . - . - . . . ' ' . . -. \ . ' . ' '\. . ·. ..... .. . .. ' ' . .. . . --· ~ . . , .... ' -) . . f' 
.. :-·~ - ~.An · ~'.C~s-~i~n n\ust · 'be_-~ptaineci ':~·6:i: . . the:. ·ben·¢i i.~~- ·-.~o~en·t aJ~Ag. '. '; :._· .< . ··:· · ... _. 
: .... :·_.· .. : ·.;: , ·· ~he ~ha~-~ r~cl·i~~-• . : _  . . • · _- ·: ~ :. . · · · - -~ - ~ :. : .. -. · . . -.- ' -"- .- - ~ .~:' '·: .. . ·. · · .. : ~ · ;' : ·: .. :· · \f> ::.:. 
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.·: · ·Tak~ - ~~{ e:lemen.taf ·rinc:{ di:·-- ·as·· sh'own · in:~_ . figu~~ 2a .·.: _ :·.· ,::.\ · · f·<-:~ ·._-: ;: .. _._ 
·. .. . . ~- . . . :· . . : . . ·: ~ .' . . . ' :' --: .. '\ ' . . . ·• . -~ : . ' . . : : .. ' . . . ' ' ' ' . .. ·. . . . , '• 
' J;.ettirig ~the · moment · a.t· ·r _be ,M ·, tll~l)- ·. at r + . d_r r; _.the_ : ;.: :·- . -;:!; · - . . 
. -, , _. -• • 1 • .• r . . .· s 
moment .is Mr .. ;+- dM.· S~i~g t,he :moments on·. ~his rin4ri · dmf ~ - · 
~ · . . ' 
gets: ... ' ; 
' ; . 
. · 
.• . M = Mr + dM + Pdr ./ 
r - . i -_· 
. dM · = "-Pdr 
M = -pr + c 
But M = · 0, when r - ·r · 
' .. o·-·· , 
.~. o = ·.1? r :. 
. . , · .· ··' 0 
, ' 1' - . 
" ) / ·· -
.... :\ 
·· .. 
. .-. . . 
. c 
.· . _, 
·i.e . M ~ P(r - .r) 
r · o ' . .... . , 
- ;rf p = 4000 _ lb, -\h~~ :a~ the· .root, .- .R,, 
. '' 
.. 
·M · = ·p (r - r) 
r . - o . 
\ =.- '4 0 00 ( ~ 9.2 .:. • '6) 
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The moment. of ir:tertia I for ·this section is obviously 
I . 
·tha_1;: 6·£"~ . res'tangul~r . sectio~· of base i7rr anQ. · height equal 
. . . ., 
flange . thickness. 
I = bh3 
I2 
........ 
. . . . . ," 3 
t' = 21T ( ~-6) I ("~ 3 7 S·) 
. I )2 .· • . . . 
·· .·· . . 
... :· •(' -:;: ·. . . . . . . 
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• I ; · 
J· 
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. . . /~';TJ-he' loaded · end o.f the shaft had to' be ~~!.-~ .=enough 
todt as · a bearing surface. This wa~ a.c~ompl~. by ·pressing 
.an inse·rt of· .. hardened steel · into the erid of the shaf.t. 
- ·-..... 
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It .was .. hop-~d ~p.itia,l.ly .' to detect :.fallure ·by meas~ri.ng 
o ,, ' I ', 0 \ , , '• ; 
· ·~. -
;: · ·.-
, .. · ·,, 
. ~\ . ,. . \ . . ' - - . ' . -
. ··the ·increased tm::que' res~lting __ Jrom . th~ higher · 'fricti-oP. of . . ' . ' ', 
':.·. · .. ... :.fa~l.ed·: bal:~s -~ · .Tw6:··~-etho.~s- - ~-~~·~ · -:a~t~mpted.: · .. th·: .fir.s~ ·~sin~· : . · _.:. 
... .. : .... 
• • •• : ~. l 
. ; ·· . . 
. ' • ', 
0 ~. " ' I ' • ' I • • o· ' 1 , ~ ' 
... ~ : · ::<. ·-. ~ -- ~liij·~-~ :~·hea~-- 'pin. ·whi~h . s~ppa.sedly .ia-i.led . ~he-~ :. ~he. · ir~dt~~P ., 
: . . . . : . .· . : :. ' . . - •' • ' . ' .. . . •' .. . . •,.. i .• . . '\ . 
_ _. .· .· "::-. / hecs;tme tdo-g,;eat apd_ t;he· second was an ···~lectromagl)et.ic 
•. - 4 
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" .,;t~r start~r .;hich :u~o,Sedly cut dfJ wlieh %the supply , ' 
C\lrrent ·in(Jreased agaiJ1. _because o.f the f~i~tio.n , increase~ 
.... :· 
Neither . m~thod · proved practical - ~or this rig. 
It was then ·deci(ied to ,rely 'on'"the noise ~ H~ve.ls ·of · 
the failed balls and this proved very successful. The 
. . . . \ . ... . I . <>" 
~naided.· ea~·-was able· .,to ·aete~'t tl:le·· £allure of ·ba~1s - by· a 
very\ s~·arp clic_k at .the time of ~ailur~-·- · _Thi~ re9?i~es 
con'stan.t -~_.igil by . tne .orreratdr, however-, but . if one de's ireS}. 
.. . · ... . · . . . - . . . . I . . 
something ·more · e~a,borate· , ·· a~ · 'acoustical.· pi~kup pould be . 
. ' . . ... : . . ' . ~ . 
~s~9. , to ~on~ tor_ th~ -:~oise ~evel- and pr~vide aU·~oma.tic 
· control. Oscil'lations ln the -1loading. 'head pres_sure also 
,;· :gi~e_s an· .indi<?ati,on · ~ailure has -' taken .·pla~e .: · . 
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... Oper~ion 5.0 EVALUATION 5.1 Tests and Performance 
5 .1.1 Test Run ·Novei. · coe-fficient of Friction 
I Proced~re . and Comments 
,,· 
Device 
. .. . • . 
·. ~ . ' . . ,. ' ... ~ 
The device ·was~ se't up a;r~d· · the experiment to measure , . 
th~ coemd~ts of . f~~ct1on ~or 'vatio~s "mat;iyals ~as •. • .. . 
' .. \ ·, . . l . . . . . . . . • . 
conduc;:ted. Five· 'inat.~r1a1s · (Bra-Ss~ Mild 'Steel'; Aluminum; 1 -
I ' • 0 ' ' i• ' ' o , I o ' ' I 
' Nylon;: .Te.fion) were t~steq. ' . ~ $inoe ~he te~t- pieces are ~ade 
.'· 
in ·. bOth t>i·n :~~d b~r· for:rn, · the coefficient v.:alues ar:e entered 
·in t'he · tabJ,_e to reflect which . form the ' ma~r~ais have · for 
the run. E~ch square 'of· the ·table contain~ three blocks as 
•• 
sho:wn in .. Figure ·29. ··The low~J;' left block contains ~e 
value~.· with.·; th~ ordinate material in pin fpt;:m · a1;1d the 
'abscissa .material as t~~-. b~r 0 ,}he lower right blo~k·· ' contairi's 
the value f~:r' the .opposite situation and the t<;>p contains ::. 
... .. 
. the avera9e. ' 
. ·0.. 
-. 
,• . ~ 
Results. 
i . • 
~· ~ 
A total , of .4 values 1were obtain~d . for each 
- ' • ,. • ' ' j ' :_ . • - -
Oombination of materials; · eac_h , mii'teriaL_f;~ing_ in bar. fo;rm 
twice and in pin form twi~~. These · ~re shown . in. Tab!~ i -
• ' ".J .... ' I . ' 
I ,. '• 
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Table ~ 
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Di~~ussion ) 
).. · -: . 
The first attempt; .at the _Ep~periment yielded · valu~-s 
. . - 1\: .... ~· . ---~ . . . . . _· . . . 
which· were inconsistent~';- The -reason for tld,s~ appeared -:to 








dirty. su.~f~ces . and after . tl:te ·-·sur~aces were 'clean$d (~et-als r . . .J. 
.•• • . ., ·::~ T • 
sanded . and: .the .plastics· was~ed)' 'the _sc~t~er.irig· : 6_f resul_ts ·. .·.:: f . . 
t.'. -: . ~~c~ea.~~d-.- :_ ·_:_~c-.c~-~i·o~~ll~>-be.c:~:use .. 9i -:~~:i~~-i~g ~-::_ ~·_: .~~1~~:-.:~as.> .·::·::_ ..: ·-: ·_. ·/ _. L ·.' .  
• •·• • · . . · . · . . : . !.: ' .... :. : · ·~.·:' ',, .. · , , . .' • · ... ..... . · ' ': . ,· ~:·: . '· . .. ' ·:' ·, .. • ·· · ~· . . ... .. . f _:··, 
' -~. .. . obt;ai-~-(i :',c'W9.ic~ -w~:~ .-- ti¥g~¢:x-:. ~h~n· :.u:s_1,1lli - ~rid _: ·:t~'e -: -~~~peri:~~rlt~:r : : :: :·.:_:.>.::: ·.. -'-·:·· · :r.·-·.:' . 
. . ·' ··. : i, . ··. . ~as . i~ b~ 'em ~ua:;d"fi>(: t:~r~ ·:"~~~r.•,~~~' / •. , : · ,' ·. :·;, / ' ': .. \.' ;, ~ ::. /',:~::.; 
~_-: ·:,· _ :: ('-.. _>::·_:·>-.:; · : .. :T:~e- ':Valu~s · :~h.ernse~Y,es.· aie ··v~ry · i~_ter~~_t':i.nf(~-- Th~ ~>- .--:..-·.: ·.-_ .  ·.··. ·· . , 
,'' • • .- ... ~ ·-_,·, ~ ,··: ' l , ·: , ,•,~ ', ' ,. •! •• 1 . ::: · , ': ', :~.,, .. ~···, ,,~ 0'1· • , ...... · ..··:..' .. :·· .· .. ·,_. · .· .. ............. ... :• ', •• : .. .... .. ··,',' :: ·: ~. . • : ~' . ·, ·, '\\'~~:,:. · :', .~ · 
0 
~ ~~ •;•: 
/ .;t ; ,· :: .. ~·-::. ;·::'.: :,- ::· :· ._: _r·~.?~-i-~~e-- .v~l~~s :.~ ~~-~~~:.-_-~-c~:·f'~~:l.-~~ ----- -~~:.··~ ~pec;~t~o~} -·. \_~ ~-~-_: _  ~e.~_~?- :: ·or~>· · :::_.·· .. :} :_ , ~. · ·· :._·.->::_ ._:: 
~ -~_:.-· >" ,, _. . ·/>'.: ;::, s _ -effi~t~l - ni'<iitei·r .- 't.ia~h , P.r~-~ti<: ·on:::pl.a:stit; _.-but , ari:· .~aiue·s· --~~~- .: _ .. · ... ·.- . :.--.-. · _._ ,_ . X>:·· . 
·• ··• • ... - ~·· : .• • ··:\:·. -.- ~ .. - " :: _ ,· .• ·- -· ··. : .... ~~-: - ~._. -.- • · .. ~· ·- .• • · _ :_·~· - .· ·. ,' _j _ : • . - ~~: ~. - ~· ... _,·.· . . .. : .. :'-._· .::~ ~.' .... . ·.~·.,· . .' . ' · ~ ~ : 
·;:> _.- : _ ·. :··-~. : - . _: · 1~~~\ ~h~n _:;~-~~ .:::u;~f-~: -·.y~~~-?~ -,:~f ~abc?ll~,~-:~;:_for. ··most . inater-~al;s __ ·.-; : · · · · 
. . · .. ·: _: · . . quoted'· in:·handboolts. · .. ·. ', .. - 0.:: :.,. · _ . . , .. ,: 
•,• ,,-.\',1 , • . : - ~·· • • ~ ~--. ~. '· • • .- ·_ , _.:: ~: ·,, -•• f ,I •_1 
. . , · / , . . ' . ~ ' ,I ·' . . . . • ' • . I ' 
· ~- : ·. \ - con~is~e~c~i w . i.:t~in :·a . ru~ ·was checked 'by . taping - -~-·- ·._ · . ... 
·:; ·.. s}?.e~1: df-~ paper>o:h ~the ' tra.y :.: artd _ xha:.;ki~<i · -~he' ~osition ·p.f - t}:le 




·._'' \ ':: . 
. .. ··. 
,' .. • 
. ·., ., ~- - .: :: . :, ' ·. result·, of:·-such '·a . te.!:it -and· as ::Can •l)e .·-seen, 'the holder -moves -.. ··,_ . ,: . . 
· . ·.: · . : :._. '."-i-.._.···\-- ... · / _:.··: -· .. :· .. .- _-·.:~ ~: :-::-...- ·,·,..-_.-:~-- --; .·• . .-_· ._. - .~: •. -- ··--:·,. ..··. '• .. .. : , ''. ·:• 
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surfaces as a result of oil films and oxides on· the 
specimens. For consistent results each specimen should be 
thoroughly cleaned and degreased. 
The experiment. was also conducted with the trolley 
·I 
qccel·era~in.g (hard BUSh with the hands), but the effect on 
~ was negiigible. . ,. 
5 .1. 2 Test Run Pin and Disc Machine 
Procedure and Comments 
. ~ . The apparatus was set up according -~o the 
instructions given in. the laboratory experiments section. 
Using a stroboscope, the motor was calibrated and the 
calibration curve is given in Figure 31. 
For the trial runs a soft steel disc was used while 
-
a sui table ha:+dened steel disc was being prepared.· An · 8" 
... '. ~ 
circular saw 'blade (hardness Rockwell C-63) with the teeth 
~ . 
ground off \<(as eventually prepared as a sui table wear disc 
~ 
I 
but neither experiment has been conducted with it yet, and 
'tl}.e results give n 9-ere are for the soft steel disc. 
. 
Also the strain gauge . circuit was not set up for 
this run and only the wear measutements were made. 
Test piris of aluminum, ·. bz:ass, mild steel and· nylon 
• were used for this test. 
.,. \ 
• 
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Data for Motor Calibration Dec ;is 
RPM 
No Load 1 Kg 
187 195 
29'5 284 • 
377 375 




The wear rates for the aluminum and brass were 
. severe while the ~ylon showed no a~preciable wear for the 
' 
111 
~duration of the test. No results were obtained for the mild 
steel since it turned out to be harder than the disc and it 
~as the disc which wore·. The data is given below and 
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' . -~ 
I 
r 
Test Run # 1 
Materials aluminum pin on mild steel disc 
Load 1 kg ( 2. 2 lb) 
Speed 375 rpm (Setting 6.0) 
Or i_g inal Length 1'. 4 9 . in 
Time Length :·( in.ches) 
..• 
0 ; - ~· ·49 
\ 
' 1 min 1. 43 
2 min 
" 
. ' \ 1.27 
-
\ 
2 l/2 min ,:. . 1.21 
. 3 min 1.13 
Test Run # ~ 




1 ~g (2 .. 2 lb) 
39·0 rpm- (setting 65 )' 
. 1. SO" 
v · 
Ori2ina1. Length 


















1\inount oi Wear · 
• . (inches) 
. ~ . 
.36 























. { Test Run # 3 
mild steel pin mild steel disc o'' Materials. on 
"' 
Load 1 kg (2,2 lb) "'\. 
Speed 375 rpm (setting · 60) 
" 
Ori9:inal L.en2th l. 508 inches 
r· 
... 
' · The steel -~ proved ):oo ha~d ~qr the disc .and the / .' _pl~ 
:1. · ~ ; 
. ' 
test c0uld . not be completed~ ' .. 
•' 




· . • ·Test .. Run # 4 
': . . .( r" ~~ "\.!'" ·• '· 
·r 
·; . . . · ~ 
, , 
,, 
Materials. ·. ' . \ . -:-. ·. ' ny.}:ori:· Of\' mi.ld st.·eel 





·"' L0ad 1 kg (2.2 lb) ' 
.. t .' 
Speed · 3'15 rph\ { set.tin'g~ _60) 
'. 
original Length . 1'. 50 8 II . 
{ ··' 
After 30 minutes no· measurable ~ear -nad taken\ Pl~~e·.' ' · 
"' . '. ;. . 
in t .he P.in. ' ! ' . 
' 
, .. 
-- ' . 
... . ; ' . 
Discuss.fon· · 
;~e wear· appar'if~~S· per~ormed . Sa·t~~fa~torily for the .. .. , 
. . ' ·\ . . ' . . . 
above experiment and ~CC~;!_ptable results were ,_obtained~ · ~rom ·. · 
,. 
. "' 
-~·. ·the graph w-e~r r~te .. i. s~. obviously proport.iona~,.· to the sliding 
: : ·.c, .\ ' . •, . • 
dis t~nce. The wear mo.de tor · the a:~ ulll~nuro and._. bras~ ,-was ~ 1 · ··. · 
·- · . I . :~-. . 
obviousl:v . severe' , which fs· e~pected fo.r . such ~c;;.terials , .. 
-... ruri~.ing on .dry -mi.ld st)e.ei. Figu;ce _. '3 is a-. pictu~e .P,f .. the ·. 
'!~ear spec;imens . use~; 
.. .: . . . ... ~ ... 
\ . 
... . , 
.. • ' . . 
: - . . . 
.. 
. · ; 
-. 
. .:.:~ . . 
. ·. : · . 
·\ >· .•· : :~ 





With the hardened disc, more complete experiments 
can be performed and if desired a quantitative value· of t~e 
• 
wear rate coefficient can be obtained from the g;raph. ~ . . 
' 
5 .1. 3 Tes.t Run Frettin9 Apparatus 
Procequre and' Comments . 
. ! 
' • • ~ A ' 
. . . : .1 . [· . . \ ',I'h~ · ~ppar.iitus W~S ·Set Up .acqordfng to' ins~ructioris :. · g~v~~p~ · ~n -. the .·· ~a.~ora-~6J~' .i_~~~~i~~!lt~·· s~~ti~n~ · : ~h~ -~~i~ ·~onc~·rn ·. · 
~~re· ·.is ~o··. ·te.~t ·.·~h~. \-un~~n~ .:'ge·a~ .·. As· mentioned: ·fo'r . ~he dry: .. .' . 
": · :. · ···: .... ·., : · .. -··: : :·. _ .: . ......... ' : ... .. : _:.: ~· .. · .... ~ . ' .- · . . , ) .. 
the hardened 'pl!l'te . ·was not ·: reaQ.y, .- 'so the mild }: ' , - . : ... · - ~-· .. : . . . .· . . . . . . . . . 
/ 1> ..: .. :'· . . steel Pl!lte was .. use~. _:.A· br~ss p~~ un~.et.' a load of· 2, ~ - lb~ 
. •, : ' ' ' .. .. ' .' ': . ; ·: · .. : ; :. .· -...., 
';.; • .. • • •.• . • .. • -. • s' , ~ 
· .. ~ · (1 kg) was :use.q .• · · .t · 
.. 
.  ,, 
. · .-: 
.  
• , \' 
· ie.§ul ts· Th~~~rat~s ,pert,ormed w~ll up i:o 2·15 rpm,above 
I . 
., 
. . · ' 
which ·separ~tic;>n of. J.he . c:;am ·and follqwer occurred. The _ 
app~ratus wa.s -~un· a.t · ~s·o, :J:·J?k £or ·15 . mi~ut~G, 'but litt.le ·bhlk 
. . .. . , . ' ' 
w:ea~- .· ~ccur~ed· . The de?r~s. was. ·very f;ne . and dark • 
. . 
' . Disc'ussion~ -· ·. ·~ . . .... 
/' .' .· •, .. ... : ..... - ' ' ~- ·. ,.,·. , ·. - -
. 
· · · Vibr.ations ·from 0 - 275. c/sec . should ·be ·satisfactdry 
.;· ' · f~Jr this typ·~· of \~x~e.rim~nt·~' ... Eve~ ~hough.· la~ge· . q~an~lties 
, ' ,' • • • . , • ' . • . . I· , , ' . , , · •• 
. . j. : .• . -.· . .. ' . ~ . ':- . : ~ : . . . .. . ~ ·.. . ·.. . ~ . . 1 •· ' 
·f.' /'.:.._ of ~ea.r 'di~ n~t · occur · for . th~s. ·.experiment,' :l .onger exper.~.ments 
J · \' ... · · .wi~~ : -~~h~r· ~ateri~is ~··~~ci · cb~dit~on~· co.u~a: .. P~dd~~~· 
' . ~ . , ' .. ' ' ;• \ . . . 
· -.>i-:·· ... · · . ~ · int'er~_st.ing ~~ar re.su~t~. It. does provid·e ·another source 
. L . r . . ana f~~ 0~~ W!'ar phei.Cmui~a. . .· . ' . 
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The debris formed was compl'etely different from the· 
debris for simq.ar wear in pure dry wear ·(sect ion 5 .1. 2) • 
It was very fine and dark. This is possibly due to 
oxidation • 
. . . ··Experimenters can, ·if they 'wisa, and if the 
au~.l)lary ~quipment is avai.lable, .. analyse_ the debris· to 
.. · de~e.rm~ll~~ exactly the ~-dinposit_io~ of wbat is _f'ormed quring' 
,. . ~:. . \: . . .. 
fiett.i~g .· si:tua tians·. 
iJ • • :·. 
... ·. ~ 
. , J • ~ . . . 'D • • • • ·•• 7 
'·: ·5. t-:·4 .. · .~est Run· · Hydrodynain:i;c Lti.br.ication Appatatus · 
-. ::. ~;·<·.. .,. 
:\ ~ . . . ' 
Procedure:;·-.- and Corriments 
. --: \ 
\ · The equip~ent was set up · accord:i,ng to--"the instruct-ions 
. ., 
given .i,n .. t~e laboratory experiment section. The running 
. . .. 
gear ·p'erf.ormed we11, bu.t some difficulty was encountered 
·with--J:he alignment 9f the bearing pad .over the discA . . 
• oJ : • 
ofirstly, .the d;i.sc' al;i.gnrnen_t was not per_fectly true .and 
variations of ~004 in. were meaf?ured ;at the pad radius. 
\ 
Another alignment prol::>lem a~ose as ·a re·sult of the guide,s 
' ~ 
.used, ··at the end of the eros s-merilber. J? izls were used as · 
guides a_nd these _were not:' .sufficient 'to pre~nt slight . 
rotation of the bar. · therefore, the film thicknesses shown. 
/ . . \. .- ~ 
in the ~r~su;I.ts _are actually average t,hick!lesses during a 
r.evolutio~. 
. ) 
·_ In spite of both of these problems, three-- test runs~ 
. . . 
were. performed successfully arid the 'results are within 
. ,. 
reaspn. ' .' These- res~lts are giyen below and p1o~ted on .. ·_ • 
/ 
., 
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Figure · 34, al~ng with the theoretical results, Figur~ 35. 
A pho~ograph of one of these test runs is shown in Figure 
36. 
Results 
Test Run _#. 1 
" Oil: 
.--
Esse Kutwell 4.5 (~ight cuttin·g ·oil) 
., 
T . t I emper a . ure : . 
Vist:osit;Y: v ·= 4lo·. ssu = .90 cs . = · .·14 -i~2-/sec : -
· .(Measured· .. \dth sa,ybolt v-iscometer) 





2'5 rev .in 3 6 • 6 sec = 
• 020 in. 




' 3 4 5 6 
Height 
(in) 7 .'5 13 •. 0 17.2 .16. 4 16.4 14.9 
T~s~ Run # 2 
Oil_: E·ssq Kutwell 45 (Light c~tting 
Tempera t'lilr e: · 2&)oC 
Viscosi t:t:: \1 · = 410 ssu 
·S;eeed·: 25 rev in 44 sec = 34 rpm 
. hl = • 020 in • 
h2 = '1 013 in. 
.. 
\ . ... 
. ./ . 
7 8 















1 2 13 
16.1 7. 0 
, 
. ·"' . 
. . ,. . :, . ~.::.:.: :-:· :· ·.~·:_:.._-_-~:> !J~ ,; '· . . -\-.:~·- -.~: .: :i~'~::.<·-~- ·>Jl:·~~~ -~l .. ~ -·~_,,·~~r-.!~.;;·~- -.: : .. · ~ .:-:-· ·-~ . ~- . ;-· ~ .-; ..  :~·.~ -:~::--! ·:-; -:·::'·1~ .. ; .:-;_~.:-;f-;£:'v~~~· ';:: -~~.:_\ ~-. :· . ~ .: ·.. ·: .. ·.
'•: ~ · 
j 


























', . ·, : . ·.; ~ : 
. ' ' Manometer Number 
· Fi. gu·re 34 ~ Hydrodynam{~ Test Result~ . . 
. 
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3 " 4 ~ 5 6;, 7 8 9 
·~ 
.  
''flit Manometer Number 
". 
·Results .for Hy.drodyn~nfi~ · ~est~· 
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\' .· . .' 
Hei_ght 
(i.n) 






·- Man orne t~r ·:: # · 
. .'\ . . 
1 .2 - 3 4 6 .. ~~ 7 8 
6.2 104 16.0 13.7 ~3 • .7 ._12.2"11.3 .. 9.,3 




~0 11 ' 12 13 . · ' 
5 • 2, 3.--. 5 9' • 8 13.7 5-.6 
Test Run # 3 ~ -· • • • '"ll . . ..... 
·~. f 
Oil ·: · ~ ' SAE lOW-30 . (Lubricating Oil) 
. ,· .. 
.... 
•. 
D ~ ·· : 
· ..... · ~ .. Temp'e~atW:i~: · .2_0°C 
. . : . 
. .. -~. ' 
- ' . 
. ·: .· . ·. ·• .-2 . .. : •. ~ ~' 
sec = '·'. 281•' l.n /sec \ ... ' ' . ,. ·. ... . ' . 
• : ·. •\ • • - • • • ... • • • .. ~... \1• • , , , 
25. rev\ in .41~7. 'se'c ' ;d'36- rpm: 
. · .. Visco~! ty :-? : 
. -.:· ·· 
. r 
N · .:.,;: ·a·-2·5 
. .... . ~ 
.. .. ··· 
-~ '"· ·.: ,s·peed;·: . 
• ~. · ! . . . . . . ..~ . . _ .. . ·, -· • " . j . I ... • .... • 'I ,.;' . .. ·. ' ·" ·~- . , ;. .. 
-· h 
.. . 2. 
.. · t 
• I • ' ;.;... ,t ., : 
~·. <i2Q .i~n _,_ · ·· .·. ' .,.·.·:. · .. · .. 
•\ -:-·",· ·., :; - . ~ •. !"l' 
'' ~;·· .. : ·.;. _ 
_ , .. ·-· . 
= ._·_ .~ Oii . i~· . 




··~ .. -. 
.Manpme te.z;, · :~ 
,. 




' -~ . 
-, __ 
... .. , 
. ' ~ ·~-
.. . 
,__ -.- ~ -
' ,- ,. 
_·( .. <i' ,·. 8 •.. 





l · ' 
.. 
H'ei.ght 
'(in) · 9 ~ 5 1-4 ~ - 7 
. .. 
18.'. 7 17 :o 
;' . 
.16.1 i4.4-' 12-.-4 -9 .. ~8- ·gp_ 4.? 
)l = 
.. . 
·. ~- i-1'' ·.-
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values into .the equations, we 
get for each test run: 
Hl (Kp) = 318 Kp M' = .54 1 
H2 ~Kp) 264 Kp M' - . 54 = 2 
.82 "' H3 (Kp) 781 Kp M' -= 3 
Values· of Kp for each manometer are read off 'the 
, 








( interp.ola~ed ). ~ 015 
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The appar:atus certainly performs we.ll enough to 
conduct the experiments for which it was designed. Even 
wit~ the alig~nt p~oblems, th.e characteristic pre~sure 




between the test results and the theoret~cal ;~yalues ; is poor 
(between 30 and 50% devi~tion). The alignment · problem · caQ 
·:· . 
\ . . 
b,e ·solved simply wi tq · a clQser check during. th~ construct-ion , 
• 
and by chan~ing the guide pions . to properly ma'chine.d ':fi-a~ 
~uide~··.' Wi ~~ thes~ c!1a.nges, -.'i t -'; ,is ~~1 t. th~ ~e~!J.l tt-. · can b.e 
.• .: . . .. 
\ . 
-# ••• . ... · 
brou~ht ·t _o within reasonable ,agr~ement with theory . 
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5'.1. 5 Test Run - Four Ball Failure Apparatus 
Procedure and Comments 
This rig has actually gone through several design 
iterations to reach the present form. Problems were 
\ 
encountered with the bearing system, the coupling and the 
cut off mechanism. 
The rig was originally built using journal bearings 
instead of the radial bear_ings as shown i _n the present 
design. 
" Oil passed through .the journal bearing down to.the 
thrust bearing and into the test area. While trying to run 
the rig~ the shaft continually seized -on the journal and 
sc'ored both shaft and. bearing. This may have been due to 
misalignment of the shaf~ when it became loaded and ·the oil 
being used could not support the radial load placed on the 
. \ 
bearing. A~so, there was evidence of debris getting into 
the oil. It was decided · therefor_e to incorporate radial 
ball bearings into the design and to have these perma·nently 
sealed. 
tl 
The shaft was originally connected to the motor 
with a very soft wl.re co,nnector which fafled in shear when 
• • i • • 
the friction became too high as a result of four-ball · 
'failure. The broken coupling also activated · a micro 
.. 
switch which interrupted the motor current and operated as 






























satisfactorily. The coupling itself was cumbersome and 
difficult to set up, and it did not . alwe.ys cut off the 
motor when the wire connect~r sheared. For these reasons 
a convent~onal coupling replaced the connector . 
. I 
It was thought that a conventional, adjustable 
cut-off current, motor ~could perhaps act as a 
\ 
~ailure indicator, but this has n6t been incorporafed as 
yet. 
It was decide~ ~o run th~ rig as it was to . make 
I 
\ 
sure it .would produce suitable failures with the configur-
ation used, and to leave the autqmatic cu~·off and tirnipg 
for future refinements. Failure was to be decided by 
periodic visual Checks coupled with close noise level 
monitoring. Fortunately, the noise level was all that was 
' ' f 
needed, and the unaided ear could detect\failure (with 
just a single spall) quite easily. ' 
..... 
Lubricant was applied to the thr~st bearing through 
_-! _ _ .. 
a nipple in ' the bearing block. 
I The four-ball rig was then tested. 
The ' vacuum cleaner motor had 'previously been 
checked and ran unloaded at S'peeds up to 10,000 rpm. 
At first the thrust bea-ring was completely f _illed 
with oil (as much as it could hold·) and the rig ran. This 
p;oved unfitunate because there w~s too much oil .i'n: the 
bearing. The excess oil (without circulation) caused -the _ 
'I 
bearing to get hot and the motor to overnea·t·. Also, · 
,. 






















because no oil seal for the bearing was provided, oil waq 
thrown clear off the rig .. 
A closer look at the oil problem led to the sea~ing 
configuration shown in Figure 37. The hylon ring (N) 
becomes the wear and sealing surjace ag~inst a ·steel ring 
(R) attached to the bottom of the shaft. The reason for 
this particular c;::onfigu'ra.tion was . to minimi-ze the friction 
• torqu,e required for sealing, i.e. the only friction would 
- "be !rom the ~eight of the nylon on the steel .. 
The thrust block~ ·shaft and io~ding · ti·ead w~:re 
modified to acco~odate the seal and· the ~ .. ig was , reasSenibled 
·for more testing. 
This t .ime only a smgll amount of oil. was added,''to 
• 
, the thrust pearirig. The motor'was started (controlled 
through a variac~ and brou~ht up to approximately 2000 rpm. 
/ .... 
The test- balls- ( 5/32" diameter) we~e brought up against' the 
rzhe ' fuotor sp.eed w_as extremely 
... ..., 
shaft end and load applied. 
\ 
sensit.iye to ,the load.anq_ attempts to go higher than 175 - lbs. 
and 2000 rpm ~aused overheating of the mo~or. It was 
deci~ed to run the rig at th!.,s load and :speed to see what 
happened~ This was all that was needed and after 
· approximately ],.2 minute.s a sharp cli'"ck, which turned out to 
be 9 spalled ·ball, was heard. 
A second ru_n produced similar · results, bu·t it was 


















Fi<;JUr~ 37 . Sealing Arr~t- Four-Ball Appa.rfibis 
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Encouraged by the low . load'Jnd speed requirements it was 
decided to try ano:ther, but slower'· motor; an electric hand 
drill. A rough frame was made to mount · the motor and a 
sawed ·off 5/~6" bolt was use~ as a 'shaft to coupla th~ d~ill 
t~ the rig. '!t ran at ap.pro'ximately BOO rpm. A:t this ·1ow 
\ 
· speed, ·the seal, was removed to see .how .bil would leak . . · · 
~ . . 
The .•r,i.g.:was, theri tested agaix:t. ,Tpis tin).e ev~r~- .: 
thing · I?erformed sati~facto.z::ily'. The failure of th'e balls 
.. 
coul_A. pe '<J.etected even ~.bov~ ... ~b~ nc)r!Yial '(bbiSy) ~peration ·Of ·: 
' ' 
the ·electr16· dr.il):. The oil leakage · was tole.+ able. provided· , 
' - . . ' ' ' , , . . . 
too . much wa~n' t used. . I 
ro·r these final tests, the ·Size of the balls was 
increas~d from 5/32" dia~eter t6 3/16 '' and 1/4 ''. The 
results of these tests .are given below .and figures 38, 39, 
and 40· are - photomicrographs of the· failed ' balls. Figure 41 
is a photomicrog.raph of a spalled piece off a ball. 
) 
Test aa:11 s .peed Time 
·No. Diaflleter Oil Used ~oad (RPM) . (Minutes) 
ol/ 
1. 3/16" s·AE.lOW-30 260 l'b •. ao,o· 22 
Esso· Extra ' 
2 3/16" " 260 lb. 800 45 
~ 










. ' . . lti)~-
... ::··. 
130 
Figure 38 Failure of l/4" Dia. Ball @ 400 lbs. and 800 rpn. 
Time 117 I~nutes 
131 
Figure 39 Failure of 3/16" Dia. Ball @ 225 lbs. and 800 rpn. 
Time 4 5 Minutes 
l32 
Figure 40 Failure of 3/l6" Dia. Ball @ 225 lbs. and 800 rpm. 














Prior tQ these tests several other ~ets of balls 
were run to failure, but as these were the initial trials 




The results-c9nfirm that the inverted four-ball ,, 
configuration is sui ~~ble · :f.or failure testing. The. fa;i..lU:re 
~ mocle as . . seeri from t:he photo~ic·~og·raphs ~s ,• clearly . 
~ ' ' . • • • . . • 4 . ~ • 
cha.ractetistic of .the· fatigue· failure known t<? occur in· ball · 
I . 
bearing's. .''Jihe :ha~dened ' cup. 'and ~shaft. sl1,owed . no sigris· 'of . 
failure themselves during the . .tel'?ting. 
There are, however, design. problems. which must be 
resolved. · \ 
Although not statistically significant, the above 
results do put in plac.e the oJ;:"der of .magnitude· ·of the speeds, 
loads and times re~uired to pr.c>duce f'ailure with this rig. 
' . ' / These are lower than the origina.J,. estimates 1 and hence i 't is 
·.possible to . . scale the r 'ig' down or conversely increase the (} ' . . 
ball size. Increasing the ball size· too much · is not 
. .  . \ . . : ... 
practicai unless another, larger .ha.rdened ' cup ~s., readily • 
available; In any evet).t, ~he range of the ~oading mechanism 
. . ' ~ / . \ 
must be br·ought in line· w.ith that used during the eventua~ 
. " . 
testing. . 
\ ' . ' 
'I;'J:ie .proble'm of oil leak~ge can e'asil.y be resolved by \ 
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and -shown on the design drawings. 
Design additions whi~h are needed include an 
J 
automatic timing and cut-off mechanism. The most sensible 
recommendation for this would be -some form of an acoustic 
/ 
sensor and controller. 
~ ' . 
Speed during the testing was measured w:i. th a 
. k! , . 
. J. . . . . 
stroboscope • . ·, As a simpler workin~ tool, it may be . better 
··. - - · - .. I . ·. . • · . . • ·. : • 
t~ use a .constant speed moto,r ·which wou.ld avoid: .the ptoblern 
. . . ·. 
, " 
. · .of speed control and rnoni taring. ·-





. . ·•' ' 
The .- ·following . is a 'breakqown of· the ~aterl.~ls costs..--- . 
. . ' 
, for each design unit. Some of the items were' priced in 
. . 
1974, but by 1978 .t~e · costs h.ad escala.ted· dras·tically. \ \ 
1978 estimates .are given .. 
It should be ·:noted that costs for certain .items 
vary sub,stantial~y .-wi:th locality. 
~~e pile~• qu6ted here a~e, in the rnain, _. only 
. · "· 
estimates~ . · .. 
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5.2.1 . Coefficient of Friction Device 
It~ 
1/4 . , plexiglas~ 
' \ 
l/2" diame.ter- .l').y1on 
Nylon :h.ar + pins · 
Teflon bar + pini 
• • ..... . . J• •• 
·: • • O'o 
Al'liminlim· .bal;-. + pins 
··.. • • - ; \ \ • ! 
: Misc~;Llane6u.~ 
Quantity, 
2 sq. ft. 
5 in. 
.15 lb. ' 
.25 lb. 
• 4'.0 lb .• , .. . 
·· fS ·-lb· .. 
' . ,. 0 








$ 5. 06 
.83/!t. 
' 1.50 




.• ,22:· .··_· 
, \ 










-. 8,0 '• 
• 2.5 ' ~· 
~ o'a .._ 
l • 
... ' . ' '· . . , 
" , , •L . . 2· · o o< ·, , .... -. · · :-
.' • • ' • •' " • 'I : ' 
' ' '2 .• 00 .. 
'\ 
.... . 
. ,_ , 
. . 
Total co.s _t £or:· coefficient of. 'fr~c.tion devic.e . is $21.25 
. , · · . ·. ·. :· .:~ · .. · . 
plus ·labo~r. 
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This includes the cost of the frame, rnotor.and · 
\ drive for the wear, hydrody~amic lubrication and fretting 
exper irnents. 
Item Quantity Unit Price 
S.C.R. Motor Cont. l 160.00 $160.00 
1750 RPM D.C. Motor· 1 21 0. 00 210.00 
. 
Angular Contact 1 7.60 
-~~aring · (SKF 72068) 
.J 
7.60 
.t. Timing Pulleys 2 5.00 10.00 
Timing Belt 1 • 5.00 5.00 
Steel Angle 35 lb. . .• 25 8.75 
Steel Plate 8 lb. . 25 2.00 
) 
Round Steel 7 lb. .'25 1. 75 
Bearing Bronze 1 l_p. 2.00 2.00 
Miscellaneous 50.00 
(weldi ng . elec-.. 










































. 4 lb. 
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1.6 sq. ft. $3.70 
1.5 sq. ft. 5. 06 
70 lb. .25_ 
25 ft. .05/ft. 
2 ft. .30/ft. 
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Multipurpose Trib~onstrator Tptal Costs: 
• ._j 
Common Components 
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5. 2. 3 Four-Ball Machine 
Item Quantity on it Price 
.. 




lb. t Brass . 3 2.00 .60 ·' I 
l 
Radial bearing 
.,.. (SKF 6003/2RS) 2 3.59 7.18 
. 
Thrust bearing 
(SkF 51406)' 1 14.90 14:90 .. 
. . 
. Hydraulic lifter 1 4.00 4.00 
Motor ~ 1 25~00 25.00 
Motor Starter As.sembly 1 50.00 50.00· 
( 
·" Enerpac RCH 121 Cy •. 1 90.00 90.00 
~ Pl4 Hand 1 50.30 s.o·. 30 PUI!lP ~ 
" Hose Assembly 1 22.74 22.74 
Adapter 1 12.04 12.04 
, 
Gauge 1 24. 50 24.50 
\ 'i 







f· Total cost of 4-bal1 machine is $364.26'p:j..us la,.bour. 
j.' 
f· "- ' 1-
' !· i: 
~ 
. \ r. 
~ 
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" t \. 
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Tr~bology is a difficult subject to teach. It 
covers many disciplines (physics, chemistry, thermodynamics, 
materials scienqe, etc.) and at many levels (motor mechanics 
to research scientists). It is· an equally difficult subject 
to learn. What often happens is that one' s· total energy is 
.. devoted to some small aspect of tribolo~y J partly bec~use it 
is so difficult to keep al~ aspects in one's mind at the 
) 
<4Same tim·e. . ' 
Much tri.bo~ogy . is . hidden. The parts in contact and 
• 
relative· motion on mac.hinery,_are seldotn visible and the 
. . 
tribologist must assemble his practical knowledge from dis-
1 
assembled machinery, broken parts and the warehouse. Even 
when the n situation" is visible the important action 
_te. g . . E. P. additives) is o_f'ten micJ\oscopic. 
It is here that experience reveals itself as the 
.. .. \ 
real, practical .~ribology teacher, since only through 
experience can one see the variety o'f components, and t heir 
. I 
actions on each other, involved in tribolpgy . 
\ 
~ 
Naturally a tribology laboratory cannot duplicate., 
this but it can set the b~sis for good questioning and deep 
reasoning when ,tribology related problems OC'cur. 
Industrial tribology experienc~ does not gi~e the 
instant r~inforcement of the pu·re disciplines .· Mix 
\ r 
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knqws immediately something went wrong. Select\ a wrong 
bearing or lubricant and it may take months or years for the 
\ 
associated failure to occur, and even then, it may not be 
attributed to th~ proper cause and proper responsibility 
~ 
assigned. 
It was the intent of this project to design 
\ --., 
equipment, at low costs, which would provide for students a 
sampling of some "hands-on" tribology situations, and in · <:'- · 
'·' manner whic prov~ded . immediate reinforcemen.t. The equipment · 
1 \ ' • 
a complishes. this. 
/ 
: All · Of the · equipment provides for ' some manner of 
. \ ' 
,..., qu~ck compar~alysis· in addition 
of some · .fundamental rule or law .. 
to the deinon·stration , 
/ The equipment was to be built at a materials cost of 
less than $800 per unit. It was . possible to produce the \ 
equipment for well under this amount with the total cost for 
( . 
the three pieces of equipment (5 exper irnents) being . 
approximately $1000.00. 
A cduple of minor . problem~ did arise- dur~rig th 
co~struction. During t~e ~est;ing stage it wasi diff icu t on 
times to coordinate, in spite of good cooperation of the 
---
machine shop design changes as the design progressed. 
Another pro~lem was lack of . rna ter ials locally·. 
· .. 
anq .controller used for ·the testing was actually borrowed 
·. ~ . '
fr_9m anot;P.er . la~oratory, becau.se t \he ~et ordered never did \ 
arfive. · ~irni.la.rly, the· -test balls for the four-ba~l machin~ 
f 
/ 










had to be o~dered from outside the proviifce. 
Each piece of equipment fully satisfies the 
functional de~ign criteria. There exists however, with each, the 
opportunity for extensions and refinements. 
The coefficient of friction devices provides an 
unusual but effective method for studying 'friction. In fact, 
with slightly moz:e sophistication it can be used for rather 
'\ 
exciting, low-normal force, dynamic friction studies. 
' ' 
Since- the normal force. exerted on. th~ slider depends on the 
coefficient of friction: between the holder and the tray., and 
. . -. . I ~ . 
the we~ght of th~~- polder, this nprmal force can be made 
I . . 
quite ~mall simply by reducing this coeffic~ent . 
. ;.e. , N = v13 W cos · ~ (section 4. 3 .1) . ~ 
1113 can be reduced b.Y using lubricants or even by 
making the holder cin air bearing. But the problem of 
measuring the small fr'iction force doesn't exist, since the 
holder need only be tracked to get the correct friction 
values. 
The multipurpose tribo-demon~trator operates 
successfuil.y. The p'in and disc machine -allows 'for very 
. ~t· ' 
... 
simple but effective wear measurements and comparisons, and 
the hydrodynamic rig provides more than adequate facil·ity 
"' 
" for demonstrating hydrodyna.mic lubrication • . With the slight 
changes previously mentioned for' ensuring 'corr_ec.t ali9'nrnent, 
\ 
it will certainly also provide results ¥'·bette.r agreement 
~-with 'the theory. 
\ .... . /( 
· ' · - ~~ 
. ···-~ ' '\ 
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The concept of a multipurpose rig is economical but 
it is now felt. thwa slightly different arrangement might 
be better. The major expense for this rig is the motor and 
control. If two frames and drives were built using exactly 
the same design, then it would be possible to keep the 
hydrodynamic apparatus set up on one and both wear tests set 
,. 
up on the other. The same motor would still drive both. In 
l 
this way, · there ~would be no loose pieces on the benches to 
<), 
get brqken or lost. In fact one cc;>uld build a second frame 
as cheaply as he could a proper storage box for the parts 
not in use. 
• The inverted four ball tester is pr.:obabiy the most 
useful desig~. It makes available for a rela,t i vely small 
'\ -
amount of money, a machine to be used pn t:opics for which 
~ 
few simple and cheap educational pieces of equipment existed 
before. Despite the need for design additions, the equipment 
as it exists is fully operational. Its greatest value may 
well be realized after it has been used for several years 
' and failure data collected. It may be u"Seful as a testing 
tool as well as an e.duca tional item. 
~he items desc~.ibed here will continue to be refined 
at Memorial's t'ribology laboratory. An immediate project 
is being organised to carry out further work with the four:-
ball rig in an effort to make the nec.essary design additions / . 














Of interest to colleges and universities who do not 
wish to do their own fabrication is the fact that a local 
fabrication company has already expressed interest in the 
commircial proauction of the equipment. 
(\ It is only recently that tribology is getting its 
recognition as a mechanical engineering entity along with 
sfuch traditional topics as thermodynamics i mechanics, 
struc~urql ~nalysis, etc. and' hopefully' with the availability 
• i . . 
of t'ribology texts such as references 19 and 43 , and 
/ 
' \ cheap and effective equipment for . tribology · laboratories, 
/ 
tribol?gy cou:i!rses will soon start ·appearing in the 
engineering curricula. 
proje/t can serve as a 
The .equipment designed in this 
s~ting point for ~ch tri~ology · 
laboratories. 
6.0 TYPICAL EXPERIMENTS 
This s~ction is a compilation, in laboratory 
\ 
experim~nt format, of tribology experjrnents whicp can be 
/ 
performed with the equipment designed during this project. 
Not all the experiments described fot;" each piece of 
,) 
apparatus have been performed, but at least one for each 
section has been' done in order to check the equipment 
functions. ' 
I • 
Users can start with these experiments. and this 
format and them change to those which best suit their style 
and program as they gain familiarity with the equipment . 
/ 
\ . . 
--..J - "":.~-




6.1 Novel Coefficient of Friction Device 
Theory: 
Friction is defined as the resistance to motion 
encountered when two contacting surfaces move relative to 
each qther. It is a force whose magnit~de is given by: 
f = ~N where f = frictional force 
·. 
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~ = coefficient of friction between the 
±:.;o surfaces 
N = normal force between the ~wo surfaces 
The directiqn of the 'frictional force is opposite to 
that of the rela·J.ve motion. ' 
The most popular explanation of friction today is 
• based on an adhesion theory. By this mechanism, it is 
believed tha't the friction force arises .from the force 
-~ 
required to shear a "cold weld" formed at. the junctions of 
\ co~tacting asperities- the weld being caused by the adhesion 
between the two surfaces (s~e Figure 42). 
Other smaller contributionf to the friction force 
' ' 
are a roughness .component which ~s ,,necessary to "lift" the 
load out of .the asperities; a ploughing component necessary 
·. -o 
to break interlocking _ ~sperities and a hyster~~s component 
fior' internal energy dissipation, The role of each va7 ies 
wrth the type of material and _situation. 
The fri-~tional propertie~ of the sys·tem will also 
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films which will most certainly exist on the surfaces. 
Part I 
Objective 
% determ.i,ne the coefficient of friction between 
various sets of materials and generate a table of co~fficients 
of friction for these mat-erials. 
Apparatus 






S~t up and level the carrier tray. Then, starting 
' 
with the brass bar a~d brass pins, place the bar on the 
trolley and the r;>ins -i•n the· ·slider. Arrange the trolley so . . 
\ that the 
Push th~ 
datum poi'nt_ on the·:·slider is at the · start·' po~i tion·. 
' J ~ 
trolley fo.x:ward, being careful. not to' accele~ate it, 
,• 
' . 




is ~he coeffici'en_t for . this con:h~ation pf · 
E.n±er. the value in the table below in the .. be)(: 
~ ' 
corresponding .to brass - b~ass •. Npte th~~e a·re three s 'paces 
'- \ . . . 
for ·each pair 'of rna terial S 1 •One each for · the ma.ter ials a.s 
. . . ' . . . . 
average. ~epeat system~t.ically · u~ti~- i!ll~ : c:=o~ination~ · h~ve 
. ' . ' . \ ' been tried ·ap.d .the· values -enter-~d. ·· :· ·· 
.I 
~- . r.~ I . . 
,, 
• . . _. I . : .. 
·. ·.· \ : . ·~· 
- ·- . ·I· .... . - . _ . . 
,· ~ . •' 
. ; .. . ·. 
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To determine and demonstrate the values of roiling 
friction:' 
Procedure 
Using the same apparatus and procedur~ of part I, 
reptace the sll.der with either a bail or cylindric'al roller. 
~etermine the coefficient of friction for these m~te~ials. 
Part III 
Objective 
To demonstrate the inde~emdenc.e ·of the value 
determine on the friction between the tray and the slider. 
Procedure I l 
b 
Lightly lubricate the trax a'nd ·the sl-ider and repeat J 
a value determ~tiation ~or one· set of materials. Compare· th~ 




Prepare a :laboratory ·report for the above set· of 
experiments. · compare the values obtained with those expected 
.. . \ \ . • ' .4 
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6.2 Multipurpose Tribrdempnstrator 
Pin and Disc Machine for Friction and Wear 
Theory 
Wear may be defined as the removal of material from 
1( 
solid surfaces by mechanical action . 
. There are \foui main types of wear qenerally 
recogn£sed, and these are: 
1. adhesive• .wear - during which ·the particles are . 




' 2. abrasive wear "'- during which the particles are · 
ploughed out from the surface 
· 3. · corrosive wear; increase in wear rate·due to a 
chemically active environment 
.... 
4. surface fatigue wear -·during which the wear is 
caused by repeated application· of 
stress to the s~iface in sliding or 
rolling. 
Other manifestation·~? of wear ocp:ur as fretting, 
' 
'erosiqn, c~vitation and br:ittl~fracture wear. 
' 
Also when wear occurs it oon occti'r as either mild or 
severe · depending upon load conditions, and changes·in the 
L 
mode .can easily be observed on fhe wear rate vs load · curve'. 
' . . I 
I 
S.ecause of the nature of wear, analytic :rela~ionships 
' . 
are not ·all-encompassing nor readily ava~lable. we ·can; 
I 
















however, _formulate ·some empirical relationships. For 
plastic, conditions (i.e. high load: are·a), the volume of 
wear is believed to be proportional to the load and ~ength 
of _sliding whilst inversely proportional to the hardnesS'. 





N = load 
L = length of sliding 
PM = ?~fdne·ss 
K = wear coefficient 
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Part I 
Objective 
To demonstrate the dependency of wear volume on 






Pin. and disc wear appa"ratus "complete with variab;L_e 
s~eed motor and controller; t~st pins of varying materia~s; 
vernier calipers; .~trob~scope , if\ necessary*; cleaning 
• 




Set up the apparatus witfi the wear\disc in place. 
Start the motor running at low speed and wi~h acetone degrease 
the wear disc. If the disc shows signs of material transfer 
from previous experiments, use an abrasive to remove the 
materia_l. · When thJ. d\isc is· sufficiently clean·, choose one 
. t j. 
of the test pins and _.in~ert it into the holder. Place the 
weight on the piatform and run the~achine for a short 
.· .... · 
period 
the pin 
to :lap the end of the Bin . to a firtt~oth :finish. Remove 
.and using th~ 'vernier rcalipe~s measure its length. 
,. 
' -
* The motor m~y be calibrated in rpm previous to the experiment 
\ 
or the strobos~ope can be used to measure rpm djrectly. 
J 
~ ' ·-~ 
"·l 
















__,_ __ _ 
.. 
Replace the pin and weight and repeat until a sufficient 
number of time and wear meas~ements have been made and 
reco~ded. ' 
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Plot the results and from the .graph obtain the wear 
coefficient for that material. 
Repeat for other materials and plot these values on 
• 




To demonstrate the effect of load on the wear mqde 
·for a wear regime~ 
Note: This experiment can1be very time consuming 
and in order to save time and make the experiment prac'ticable, ' 
only one value of wear and time per load can be used to get 
the wear ~at~. Also, with constant cross-~ection pins and 
consta~t speed the wear rate can be given simply as length/ 
' 
time. The shape of the wear rate vs. load curve can 'still 





Set up the ex~eriment as in P.art 1. Starting with 
weight, .make a \measurement of wear for some set time 
/ 
interval. ~hen increment the load by lOQg .land ·make another 
measu~~ment of wear and time. Co~tinue . until sufficient 
'· . 
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recordings have been made. Record the data in a table like 
[& . Table 3 .. P·~ot the information obtained. 
Conclusions 
,;. 
Prepare a laboratory report for the above set of 
experiments. Present all the data in graphical form and 
.' 
comment upon the results. Compare with what you expect and 
discuss any discrepancies., 
I 
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Hydrodynamic Lubrication Apparatus 
Theory 
Hydrodynamic lubrication qccurs when the shape and 
. li . \ . 
relativa motion of two sliding surAaces (with lubricant 
between them) causes the formation of a fluid film having 
sufficient pressure to maintain separation between the two 
I \ 1 
surfaces. · The resistance to motion in this instance arises · 
. '- . ' 
solely fi·om the internal friction or viscosity/ of the 
iubricant. This principle is· used in the construction of 
various types of plane slide~and journal bearings. 
. \ 
Bearing-s similar to the one used. here (i.e. sector 
shaped)· a~e usually· found as a circular group in hydrodynami c 
thrust bearings. 
I ~ 
For exampler the turbines in Churchill 
Falls are supported by such a configuration. 
The theorz governing the "total operation of the 
bearing . pad yields the very complex Reynolds equatiqn. 
However, if we assume. the flow to be unidirectional the 
I 
equation c~n.be simp~ified.* 
For a plane slider inclined pad, Reynolds equ~tion 
·, 
· in ·one direction s.4n.plifies to: 
-/ 
-Boyd and 0' C~nnor agree ;t.~at _ a sector pad can be ., * 
.approximated by .a plane slider .if t~·e parameters are · 
' 
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where u = velocity 
\.1 = absolute viscosity 
h film thickness 
.•. h =/ film thickness at maximum 
pressq;re 
1 
~s can ~~~~n, .t~e pressure distribution 
fun'c.tion of speed; ~s~ty and slider. geometry. 
~) Apparatus 
\ . 
\ \ ' 
is a 
Hyqrodyparnic lubrication ri~ comple~ ,~ith S.C.R. 
contr:olled motor drive; st~ watc-h; thickne S$~aug~s; oils I 
' of various viscosity; scale • . ~ ~ 
,.,..... . \ 




verify ~ynolds • .. . To equation in the simplified form 
!....., • 
applicable to a pfane slider inclined pad bearing with 6rie 
:;) .. directional flow. 
.. 
. . 






,..-- . I 
: Set up the fpparatus · an4 using the 'thickness gauges , 
,. '· . \ . . . . 
s~t _th~ 'inle.t a11~, ou~etA:i:i1tn thicknesses • . [_Aroun.d h1 = .020 
in and· h.i = · . • 010 ~n·. ls .a ~ood start~ng point.] Op~n the 
/ .' 
< \ \ 
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valve from the oil reservoir and when a thick film of oil 
builds up in front of the bearing start the motor. Adjust 
the speed and allow sufficient time for the profile to 
·become fully developed. Measure and record the oil ~evel in 
the various manometers. 
Using the stop watch, measure the time required for 
\ 25 revolutions and calculate the rpm. Als6, measure the 
temperature of the oil to get the cor~ect viscosity, or 
measure the viscosity directly. Record all the data. 
· Results 
Using the data obtained, pl~t the curve of P vs x. 
From this curve, locate the position of fi and determine its 
~timate ~he value of dP at each ·~anometer ptation 
dx 
from the curve. (Manometer levels can be used directly as 
the pressure valves if qnly the shape of the curve is o·f 
interest. For quan_ti tati ve · 'analysis, proper press~re units 
hav~ to be/v.sed) .• 
Estimate the value of dP at each manometer station 
value of h at each station. 
Arrange the data as shown in Table 4 





















Table 4 Recording Scheme - Hydrodynamic Test 
dP/dx h (h-h)/h3 
,..... 
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Plot dP .h-h 
dx VS h3 .. ,. 
,, 
This "Should yield a straight line, the slope of 
which is 6 u lJ • 
Part II 
Objective 
} To d:monstrate 
generated with aplane 
the effect of spe~ on the pressur,e 
~ .. •. '-
slider bearing.· 
I ' ' 
\ 
~ . Set up t~ apparatus and adjust the speed to give 
• 
. 
maximum height .in .·the manometers. Record th.e speed"- and 
height in ·o~e e.anometer, tu~es (say station 13). 
Without altering the film thickness setting, reduce the speed 
--.., 
so that the level falls slightly. Again record the, speed 
and height. Continue unti1 · a suffi~ient number of speed and ' 
pressure readings have been obta~ t~ plot p vs u on a 
\\ 
graph. Record all data. ~ 
Results 
1\, 
From· the data pbtained, plot the curve of P vs U 
for the selected manometer • 
.. 
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To demonstrate the effect of viscosity on the 
pressure ge"i1ated within a plane slider bearing. 
Procedure 
Repeat Part II except vary the viscosity with speed 
and film thickness settings constant. This 9an be done 
either by changing the,- oil, or ·by heating the reservoir: and· thus 
chang~-n~ ~l)e ·viscosit:Y• In: t}J.is case,. record _Jhe t·~mpera~ute •.. 
:!:f. 'oriiy· on_e .·_qil is · use~·_, a .viscosity ·, ~s temperature. curve shoul d ·;·. · 
'' . ..... :---
'"\ . .. ·'< . '\ . ' 
ibe obta~ned· .previou~ly. Record all data. 
· Results 
From the data obtained, plot ·the curve. of~P~s v. 
\ 
This should yield a straight line, . i.e. P a 11· 
Part IV 
Objective 
To demonstrate the ~f~ect of slope .on the )?ressure\ 
generated with a pl~ne · siider bearing.( 
\ 
• .r.:;)• \ 
,.. . . 
. ,. 
.. .. .' · 
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Start machine rwnning, and after ·a suitable profile 
has been generated, yary h1 and ~ and observe the changes 
in profile. It may be necessary here to alter speed also. 
' ' 
No data need be 'tak.en but the student can de-scribe .what 
1 '-happens with respect to w~at he . expect~. 
II · ) 





J;tl!' · .• • 
.· '• 
' . 
·- ~c(compare the.: r·~sults obf?iRed··lt(ith · th~:;; - ~':i_g·-;. :'tq 
. ' ' . . ' " : .,; . ' ' · .. • . . ',· .. 
:.~Qo&e prediq~ed· ti's:irig· known solutions .to R~ynolds. ' equa~:ion . 
.. ... ~,. . 
' • 
\\ . 
Th~, simplified form- of Reynolds' equation .can be_ 
• • • • • l • 
I~ ; ' , • 
h -h . 1 · .2 
~ 
·and tb_e non-
dimensional l.e!lg~Q ·.X/B t?, give: 
... · : ... 
p = '\ . 
'where _the pressure coe:fficient • 
., . K~ .::: £.:· {M·' , X/BY : . ·. · · 
. ' . ·~ ' . · . . ·. . ~ (_ \ 
'A plot · ~-/ .th-e pressu_re ~ coefficiEm~~ is . t ·aken· frQm 
l ~ . ' • . • ·. • . ' ' 
Fuller a~d ·at_ta~qed .• ' . But :thiS· ;i.$. 'fot .. ~~ i~finitely "Wi~~ 
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' p = 6llUBn h 2 Kp 
2 
In terms of the head of oil we' get: 
since p = p g_ H where p ~· mass qensity 
· v = kinematic ,yiscosity 
' ·, 
t 
j.l = p \) 
~ • · 






For this particu·l:ar .. bearing· n = .25 and B = 3.82 in. 
', ... 
Results 
.. Select either s~t of data from the previous section . 
. . ·' . Ror .a particular manometer location apd the slope used, 
. determine the value of Kp app'l,icable from . . the attached graph. 
~ 
·· With this, and the valu~~- of N, ~, ,B, \1' and h 2 _used .c;:tlculate 
' . 
the value of . H expec.ted. Compare this value to ·. the height 
' ' ' ·' 
. ' ..... ,' , .,, ' - ' ""'"' 
ac.tually measured for that l'nanqmeter ,with those conditions. 
. . . .~· . . . 
• CalcUla ~e- the per ' cent d'' r~pah~y ._-' 
ConclusJ.ons 
. ' ' \ · 
') 
.; ··.~a~ei a proper laborato:ry report. for the · ab'Ove· set 
.. 
I 
of experiments. · :Presen.t all .data in graphical · form .arid 
. . . I ,' . "' , , ·, . , • : . . : 
coinpar:eo the ·£esults ·with those expected in view ·of . theory: 
J 
ft 
. . . \ . . . ' . . . . '.. . ' . 
a~d ' ,empi~ic:ai : ~t~ia't16n~h·ips' 9.ivei~-~ '· ·o·i~cuss any di.scl:"ep'anc.~e~ .' . ·.: ' ! 
'. • . : · t>: " . . ·. - ~- 0 • • ! .·· - .. " 
.arid· ·~ommcimt.;· .: (i~ ·. ~he · t·~··$ul~~:. .. .. ··· ·· .. · .... 
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Fretting is a type of wear between two surfaces 
caus.ed by a slight cyclic motion of one sur·face over the · 
. I ' 
othef • Because ·there' j,s no n~t translation o_r' ·rotation of 
t~'e- · surface's, any wear ·debri's ·. or ·other, subs~ance whi ch ' gets 
t~ap~ed betwe~n the sur, aces,-an' influence the wear mode. 
l!fi Thus the wear regime may in,d1ude not' . only adhesive but also \ . 
. ' ' 
abra~ive and corrosive wear . 




To demonstrate the phenomena of' fretting wear in a 
d_ry environment •. 
Appara-tus 
'- ' 
Pin ···-and. -~isc -~ear ·a;~~~atu~ corirp~~t( _w~tn. ~~ditio~s . 
. ···.· · .. · 
p • • • , , • • • J •' ' 
' :...  · .. ·~ .. · ':' .,.. . . . . i . . : . ~ : .. ~ . .. ' .· . ... ... 







, ., • , 
.. 
,•. 
. ' . 








. ···.· · .. . 
... ·.·. 






Set the motor running at about 275 rpm (1750/8) and after 
making a series of time and wear m~q.surements, plot the 
re .. sults to get the wear rate. · Compare this with the val\1l,eS I ,I 
obtained • for · Ci~y w.ear. Also. obtain a sample. of the wear 




To demonstrate the effect ·of the environment on the' 
fretting wear rate • 
.... . 
' 
Repeat Part I but. use salt water or a weakly acidic 
'-soluti~n·on the .;~is.c • . Again coinpare results, and c~llec~ a 
' • I ' 
sampr'e ~f -the 'debris for inspection • 
. . ~ : · 
Conclusions 
'· 
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6.3 Four-Ball Machine -;Failure Apparatus 
Theory 
0 f 
Rolling elements can fail in a variety of ways and 
the faifure may be instigated by one or more of several 
qmechanisms. The illustration below outlines some of.the 
major . cat1·ses and/or forms .of rolling e·lement and journal 
. i·' '-.. 
l;iearing failure. ·' 
•i 
-. 
Bulk :.~ /ca¥ins~~gate: • ycavitat~.on 
Ball~Overload ' ~nal 
. nasti~ ~~:::::::~ 
· Lub~ication choi6e 
Wear & breakdown 
.'t'atigue ~Mater~als------~ 
' .• Electrical pitting 
\ ( Det~iled ~e~cEiptioh of each ~h~~~d be given in 
· a:ccqmpa~yi~g . l~tu~s apd ·t;'He manu·al on bal·l roller ,.bearing 
· } r d~\<:1~ - "In~e~pret:ng_Servic~ D~age in Ro~1:~<j'Type 
.. ··r Bearing·s II pl,lblis~E7d ·y ASLE is an . ~n'V~luabl~ '1(#-id while . 








.. . :·. 
~-i ·~.. ... . · ~he exy~<iments ~hos'e~ ,h"Je ~erve, to inustrat~ 
·~ ,. •· . . '',:p~i~aril;y:_:. the affect• of ·l~ad --:nd_ .. :l;Ubricarit'·,.: se~~C·tiql1 on , ;' ··. ~ . l ' , ~eO;~ng. ~l\>1'.fe. }·h··e· . ·.··:.·s.·.:.·.·t··· .. ·".:.!:"~ . ~.:  t' ~h . ~~·e·:_ ... ~~r,_ ,~n7~·7.it.~:~q~ Wit~ .. ( : . : . ·i~· ~: , . : . ': . ' '!' ,·:·. ;. ~ ... ,. .:. , ·... .::. . .: ·c. ' "· ,,.·' 
.
;·.: ·~ ,~,-.·  -~_ .. '.:_·.: ~ ~ . :·. .· \' ·.· ....  ·· _ · ·.·; . .-.~~-·; L .. -.·.:~. ~ -L.:~.·-. ~ ~ .· .. ·.;.·:: ... . ·_ . >· /.; .. ,:·· , . : ·: . :, . . ·.  , .. ; • · ~ • . , -· , - - ··n· ~ ;-:; ~ :-;;· ·::;< . - • " ·, ;:, :::._· .... ::: ·_ ... . ;:.;.:_::,·· .• : · •.. ', 
. . ~ . . . .. '"·,. =)~~~-~ ·~1..· .. ; ~!?.~1·: ~-:li:-1:. ... :· )_t. r.~ -~- '(::.~.a.:..."?....,.,i.,>~~ :~:£1.~!1 (.1~-.:-~~ "'·~ \ t; ~-~:.- . ··::."'=".:·_ ...~."".:.~_!.:· ::~~ · · -~ :-.:>.".· ~.~.;: · · -...·- · o.::t~?) ~.-:.~'~;:~:·r~ 
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aspects of rolling element failure. 
Part I 
Objective 
·To demonstrate the effect of load· on failure of 





Four-ball machine complete with hydraulic ram; test 
.. 
• ba~ls; . stroboscope; test l~b~icants; stop watch. 
\ 
Procedure 




the shaft end and' b'e.aring ~alls are ~hol:'oughly cleaned, and 
•. .~h~·~.o'f1 to · be used is filtered. · Fill - the bearing cup anq 
, . ·. ' 
· h~lder w;i th th~ oil· 1to be .used, and with the balls in place, 
" . ' . . . . ' 
put the loading head ~nto .the ram. _ Apply 1enough p~ssure 
' . . . . ~ 
to the ·hydr~ullc rqi;n· 'so tlfa:t the .bal.+s· just come ip ~ntqct 
. . . / . 
with _t.he sh~ft~ S~a.~t the-~o.tor run~i~g .;;_nd allow\ the rig ·. 
·. ' " . . ' .· · . . . ._,. 
. . . .· / " 
to ;run· s],owly under no · .ioacC,.,. to be ~u:t;e ev~r~~~in\. i~.ru.~ning 
. ·. ' ':. 'J -- • • ·~ :. ' ; ' ' . \ ~\· , -. . ~ 
.. .. . . 
.. 
. . . ·-.* - -~h~se '-:expe'r~rne'nt~? ' ca~ ·~- ;ery ti;e ~~ons~~IJ,g ·, ~~ci .<would 
~ : f :: • ' • • ' • -~- · '; t· . : . . .:· . ' .. ' ~ . '• . ·: .:. ·. . "\ . be.s~· · ~e pe~f~t111Sd .~~ ·.a . ·ter,m '.j;n:·~j.~c~ ·.for. · a: s.ma-i·~. _9z:~up ·.of , 
~ , JJ · ·, .. --.~--~ud~~ts .:;' . · · ·.-l .. -· · · • . ·. • .. . 
. _, ,,, .•· 
·:, ·! ' . ·-. . , ' . ·-· ~ ·' ·.:· .. ~ ... , .. ' · . ... - . , ·; .· 
- . · . . . - t 
· ....... 
.-. 
- . . ' . .' ~ ~ r 
' .··. ~ · .. 








: -· .. . : 





.. · , 
• ,' 
• · . 
·· ,: .· 
· ..... . 
.. . ·:~ . 
• ' 
' \ ...... .. 
.!-' 
.,. 
~ ·. -~ 
... 
··.-. 
.... 1'·--t~- p~· · ' " . - · . ~ ' ·-- ·-· 
\ 
smoothly. Then incrllb se the speed (if sp·eed control is ~< 
available) and load to the desired settings and start timing 
·· ' 
the operation. When the machine ·has ·attained 
I J . 
use the stroboscope to measure the. r,Prn of the shaft. · Run 
. ' . ' 
' \ 
the macl)ine to _failure and note the time required. . R~peat ~ · 
until enough . values aie obtained t~ be si'gpificant' ( 5"-10 
dependff9 ~n spread) ·~ Increment tne loa9 qnd · r_erun 'the 
~ · I : 
experiment. _cont_;i·n. ne until a number of sets of ·failure 
'"" / • . 'T· ' ' 
data at different loads have 'been obta·i~ed •' 
\ 
Objecti~e ~ 
.u ·· .. ;;· 




To demonstrate the 
~ . 
effect of luBricating oil 
\ 
failure ol ball be~.ri~gs • 




~p,eat th'e ptrocedure o~ l?art 'I, except ~his . tii:ne ( 
.. . · . . . . . . . J ' '. . . I ~· . • • : . ' . \ • : ~ ... I~ I I • 
make .. all runs. at .. constarit . i~ad but.wi..th'·differant ·iubricants 
. .· . ' . ' '' \ . . : .. ' . 
ea~·h·· fi~e.,.. o_i_l~ ... ~h,ich .c·a:~ bcf ~-~ed can ·b~ ·of . ·~a~~ i~9. gra(de~ .. 
·· .. Ol;-.-.in, various conditions. ·· Fc;r : example, . unused motor·· oils . : 
' • • • • \ ' ' \ til •• 
r. · 
1 
• ~ari 1te com~~-~d ~tq the.· ·sa~e · dil. .. a~~ter· a . . p~r io(l' of t.~~~ . ;n-· 
.· ' s,erv.~~·e;/ '_;'~{s9 .. the e.f~ecit : o(.· ~d(!i t.i~es \~.-:.tli:e . oii ·cari,. Q~ ' • 1 
·, . "' . . . ~..:-. . ~ . . . . ;.: ), . '• 
~ • i·' . . . ~ ' · ~- .., '·.evaluated .. · ·: , 
. ) .. ·. . . . 
h, . ' . 
. \ ·· ... 
~ . . . ' 
. \ .:,· .. ,. ~: -~ 
·:· ... 
·_,; ·.: ... 
. i , . .. .,. 
\': ' ·.: ~- :, . . . . . ., 












' " ~. . . 
< -·~ . 
/ 







'· . ~ . 
\ 




Prepare a laboratory report for.the above set of 
• \ 0 
exper~ments. ~alyse the data of Part I to try to determine 
a functional relationship betwe_en failure time and load . 
In Par~.,_ II, try to_ compare the relative qualities of the 
oils _, us1ed · • . In _bq-~h cases;>alyse _the ~alls ·.th mseb.T.:es \ and : 
try to identify, the. _type .. o_~ ·fai~ure, _ and check to ee if :. 
... ,\ 
failure ·mode<changes··wi_th lbad or lubricant. 
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